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Chapter 1
Introduction
It might be some kind of premonition or just pure chance that John Herschel (son
of William Herschel) named this moon after the Giant Enceladus (IAU/WGPSN,
2012). In Greek mythology Enceladus, the son of Gaia and Uranus1, was buried on
the island of Sicily after Athena had put him out of action. According to the legend,
Enceladus’ grave lies under the volcano Etna and the breath of Enceladus blends
into the volcanic fires of Etna (Schwab, 1948). The interesting fact in this context
is, that Saturn’s satellite Enceladus shows also indications of volcanism. Of course,
on an icy moon like Enceladus the common form of volcanism is cryovolcanism.
1.1 Overview
In this master’s thesis, first of all I will give a short introduction about the change
in view of Enceladus in history. In chapter 2, I will present the up to date findings
about this satellite and in chapter 3, I will go into detail about the plume2 and
the possibility of a subsurface water reservoir. Chapter 4 will outline the nitrogen
cycle on Earth and the last chapter will concern potential life on Enceladus and
the problems of Enceladus harbouring a nitrogen cycle.
1Actual, Gaia was fertilized by the blood of Uranus.
2The present literature speaks of both one plume and the plumes – to remain consistent,
I will use the singular form in this thesis. However, the plume consists of several jets.
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1.2 An Attempt to define the Term ”Moon”
In general, a natural satellite or ”moon”3 is a celestial body which orbits a planet
or even a minor body. In the IAU Resolution 5 for GA-XXVI (IAU, 2012) the
term satellite was defined in the following way:
“For a body that is large enough (massive enough) to satisfy the defini-
tion of ‘planet’, an object in orbit around the planet is called a ‘satellite’
of the planet if the point that represents their common centre of gravity
(called the ‘barycentre’) is located inside the surface of the planet.”
The most massive object in such a system is called “primary”. In the Solar System
there are planets which have no known moon (e.g., Mercury), only one (Earth) or
plenty of moons (e.g. Saturn; see Table 1.1).
Planet Number of Moons Examples
Mercury 0 –
Venus 0 –
Earth 1 Moon
Mars 5 Deimos, Phobos
Jupiter 50 Europa, Ganymede, Io
Saturn 53 Titan, Enceladus, Mimas
Uranus 27 Oberon, Miranda
Neptun 13 Triton
Table 1.1: Natural satellites in the Solar System, data by IAU/WGPSN (2012).
One of the main problems of the IAU definition is that there exists not a lower
boundary for the mass of a moon. For example, considering the giant planets and
their ring systems: What is the boundary between satellites and ring particles?
One of the smallest satellites known in our Solar System is Dactyl, which orbits
3To be specific, the term ”moon” is reserved for Earth’s satellite.
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the asteroid Ida. Its diameter amounts to 1.6 km (Chapman et al., 1995) which is
still some magnitudes higher than the average ring particle size of microns to some
metres, but there does not exist a definitive sharp border between ring particles
and satellites.
1.3 Historical Reflections
On August 28th, 1789, the German-born British astronomer Friedrich William Her-
schel discovered Enceladus (IAU/WGPSN, 2012). Herschel used his 1.2 m telescope
(also known as the Great Forty-Foot telescope), which was the largest telescope
in the world at that time (Das, 2009). Only some days later, on September 17th,
1789, he also discovered Mimas, Saturn’s seventh known moon (IAU/WGPSN,
2012). Two years before, Herschel had already scanned that very part of the sky
with a smaller telescope, but at that time he was not able to definitely give evidence
of his observation – so he waited about two years for the next ring crossing event
to confirm his findings (Soylent Communications, 2012).
1.3.1 Voyager Spacecraft
Until the early 1980s, when the two Voyager spacecraft passed near Enceladus,
very little was known about this small satellite caused by its relatively close orbit
to Saturn. Astronomers just were able to carry out estimations about its mass,
its orbital characteristics, its bulk density, and its albedo. Nevertheless, from ob-
servations of absorption bands in the near-infrared it was known that Enceladus’
surface composition was dominated by H2O ice (Orton et al., 2009).
Voyager 1 passed Enceladus at a distance of 202 040 km on November 12th, 1980
(Planetary Rings Node/NASA, 1997). Due to the relative high distance to the
moon, images had very poor spatial resolution (25 km/line-pair (Smith et al., 1982))
– however, the probe revealed that Enceladus has a “smooth highly reflective sur-
face with no visible topographic features” (Terrile and Cook (1981), p. 11) and
that “a maximum in material density [of the E-ring] exists near the orbit of Ence-
ladus” (Terrile and Cook (1981), p. 10). Therefore, even before the second Voyager
spacecraft arrived at the Saturn system, the idea of a geologically active Enceladus
feeding the E-ring was born (Sutton, 1981). The close connection between Ence-
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ladus and Saturn’s E-ring was corroborated by ground-based studies of Baum et al.
(1981). Although scientists were arguing about the origin of the E-ring, it was cer-
tain that micron-sized particles in the ring must be constantly replenished because
otherwise they already would have been destroyed by dissipative processes. In Ter-
rile and Cook (1981) the diffusion times for the particles injected into the E-ring
are estimated to be 10 000 years.
On August 26th, 1981, Voyager 2 had its closest approach of 87 010 km to Ence-
ladus (Planetary Rings Node/NASA, 1997) – so, Voyager 2 passed Enceladus a lot
closer than Voyager 1 and, hence, it was able to take images of the northern half
of the trailing hemisphere in a much higher resolution (∼ 2 km/line-pair (Morrison
et al., 1984); see Figure 1.1). With the help of these pictures scientists were able to
spot the moon’s wide plethora of terrains – the range reached from old and there-
fore heavily cratered surfaces in mid- to high-northern latitude regions to young,
tectonically deformed areas closer to the equator, with some regions with surface
ages less than a few hundred million years old. These findings reinforced the thesis
that Enceladus is an active moon. Nevertheless, scientists were not able to explain
how such a small (and cold) moon could be that active.
Figure 1.1: Picture of Enceladus taken by Voyager 2, Credit: NASA, JPL, Voy-
ager 2 (APOD, November 25, 1995).
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Furthermore, Smith et al. (1982) estimated Enceladus’ mean density to be roughly
1 200 ± 400 kgm−3 and its mass to be 8.4 ± 3 ·1019 kg. The radius of Enceladus
was also initially determined by Voyager 2 to be about 250 ± 10 km (Smith et al.,
1982). However, due to the large distance between the Voyager spacecraft and
Enceladus, these parameters were imprecise.
With the help of the Voyager probes scientists found out that Enceladus’ albedo
is extraordinarily high. Buratti and Veverka (1984) tried to explain the unusually
high average geometric albedo of 1.04 ± 0.154 (Bond albedo of 0.9 ± 0.1), the
scattering properties, and their uniformity all over the surface of the satellite by a
relatively young surface layer which covers the entire celestial body (Smith et al.,
1982). About ten years later the Hubble Space Telescope discovered a neutral OH
cloud which pointed to a strong source near or on Enceladus (e.g., Shemansky et al.
(1993)).
1.3.2 Cassini Spacecraft
The main task for the joint NASA/ESA/ASI spacecraft mission Cassini-Huygens
was to study the planet Saturn, its rings, and its natural satellites, especially its
largest moon Titan. In table 1.3, Cassini’s instruments and their respective task
are listed.
The spacecraft went into orbit around Saturn on July 1st, 2004. Even before
Cassini arrived at the Saturn system, the UVIS (Ultraviolet Imaging Spectro-
graph) instrument observed neutral O emission concentrated near Enceladus’ orbit
which complemented previous detections (Spencer et al., 2009). On December 25th,
2004, the spacecraft was separated into the orbiter Cassini and the atmospheric
probe/lander Huygens, which landed on Titan on January 14th, 2005. After the
decoupling of Huygens on Christmas Day, 2004, Cassini continued to study the
Saturnian system. Concerning the results from the Voyager images, the moon
Enceladus was one of the main targets of this mission. Therefore the Cassini
spacecraft was planned to make several flybys within a distance of 1 500 km to the
surface of Enceladus (see Table 1.2). The first flyby took place on February 17th,
2005, with a minimum approach distance of 1 260 km. The closest flyby occurred
4The current value (observed with the Hubble Space Telescope) for Enceladus’ mean
visual geometric albedo is 1.38 (Verbiscer et al., 2007).
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on October 9th, 2008, within a minimum altitude of 25 km. The closest pass so far
over Enceladus most interesting area, the south pole, occurred on March 27th, 2012,
at an altitude of about 74 km. In October 2015, Cassini will pass the Enceladus’
South Polar Terrain (SPT) at an altitude of just 49 km.
Flyby Date closest approach
Krupp et al. (2012) NASA
E0 Feb. 17th, 2005 1 260 km 1 179 km
E1 March 9th, 2005 497 km 500 km
E2 July 14th, 2005 166 km 175 km
E3 March 12th, 2008 48 km 25 km
Table 1.2: Enceladus flybys by Cassini spacecraft during main mission – the values
for the closest approaches were taken from Krupp et al. (2012) and NASA (2012).
This table has been composed by the present author hinting to different approach-
values.
The results of this mission will be discussed in chapter 2 and 3. Cassini was
planned to be a four-year mission but due to by its excellent state it was extended.
On April 15th, 2008, Cassini received funding for the two-year Cassini Equinox
Mission (see section 1.4.1.1), which includes seven additional flybys of Enceladus.
Because Cassini is still working and is still producing amazing results, a second
mission extension called Cassini Solstice Mission (see section 1.4.1.2) is financed,
which will see eleven flybys of Enceladus and will end around Saturn’s northern
summer solstice in 2017.
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Name Abbr. Task
Cassini Plasma Spec-
trometer
CAPS explores plasma (highly ionised gas) within and
near Saturn’s magnetic field
Cosmic Dust Analyser CDA studies ice and dust grains in and near the Sat-
urn system
Composite Infrared
Spectrometer
CIRS measures infrared energy from the surfaces, at-
mospheres and rings of Saturn and its moons
to study their temperature and compositions
Ion and Neutral Mass
Spectrometer
INMS examines neutral and charged particles near Ti-
tan, Saturn and moons to learn more about
their extended atmospheres and ionospheres
Imaging Science Sub-
system
ISS takes pictures in visible, near-ultraviolet and
near-infrared light
Dual-Technique Mag-
netometer
MAG studies Saturn’s magnetic field and its inter-
actions with the solar wind, the rings and the
moons of Saturn
Magnetospheric Imag-
ing Instrument
MIMI images Saturn’s magnetosphere and measures
interactions between the magnetosphere and
the solar wind, a flow of ionised gases streaming
out from the Sun
Cassini Radar RADAR maps surface of Titan using radar imager to
pierce veil of haze. Also used to measure
heights of surface features
Radio and Plasma
Wave Science Instru-
ment
RPWS investigates plasma waves (generated by
ionised gases flowing out from the Sun or orbit-
ing Saturn), natural emissions of radio energy
and dust
Radio Science Subsys-
tem
RSS searches for gravitational waves in the Uni-
verse; studies the atmosphere, rings and grav-
ity fields of Saturn and its moons by measuring
telltale changes in radio waves sent from the
spacecraft
Ultraviolet Imaging
Spectrograph
UVIS measures ultraviolet energy from atmospheres
and rings to study their structure, chemistry
and composition
Visible and Infrared
Mapping Spectrometer
VIMS identifies the chemical compositions of the sur-
faces, atmospheres and rings of Saturn and its
moons by measuring colours of visible light and
infrared energy emitted or reflected
Table 1.3: Cassini Orbiter Instruments, taken from ESA (2012).
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1.4 Current and future Satellite Missions to
Enceladus
As already mentioned, the Cassini Mission was extended twice (see Figure 1.2). At
the moment the probe goes through its second extended mission called the Cassini
Solstice Mission.
Furthermore, there is a planned mission called Titan Saturn System Mission
(TSSM), which should have its focus on Titan and Enceladus (Coustenis et al.,
2008).
Figure 1.2: Cassini Mission Overview, Credit: NASA/JPL (2012).
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1.4.1 Cassini Extended Missions
1.4.1.1 Cassini Equinox Mission
The mission duration of Cassini’s first extension was from July 1st, 2008, to June
30th, 2010, where Cassini performed seven additional flybys (see Table 1.4).
In Seal and Buffington (2009) the mission objectives concerning Enceladus are
summarized, highlighting the following topics:
1. Complete the global map of Enceladus with a resolution of 500 m per pixel
(or even better) at small to moderate phase angles (10 - 60 ◦). With the help
of these data, a better understanding should be gained about global tectonics
and geological patterns and presumably their stratigraphy.
2. Observe the moon’s South Polar Terrain at very high resolution (with less
than 20 m per pixel), primarily the “Tiger Stripes” (parallel rifts in the SPT,
see section 2.3.2.1), to study its morphology in detail.
3. Remote sensing at higher resolution in the IR of hot spots to gain more infor-
mation about their morphology and to find an explanation for the endogenous
activity of Enceladus. Furthermore, look closely at the Tiger Stripes (con-
cerning temporal changes and compositional variations) to obtain information
about potential landing sites for future missions like TSSM (see section 1.4.2).
4. Study more closely the composition of the plume (with further in situ collec-
tion of dust and gas) and its temporal changes via remote sensing. Addition-
ally, establish a correlation between the plume and the time variability in the
O2 environment.
5. Perform close gravity pass to draw conclusions for the differentiation of Ence-
ladus, for its basic composition, for the approximate timing of its formation,
and the rapidity of accretion.
6. Explore the interaction between Enceladus, its plume, and its magnetosphere
via in situ passages near or even through the plume, which would further be
important for possible follow-on missions.
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Flyby Date closest approach
Krupp et al. (2012) NASA
E4 Aug. 11th, 2008 49 km –
E5 Oct. 9th, 2008 25 km 25 km
E6 Oct. 31st, 2008 169 km 197 km
E7 Nov. 2nd, 2009 99 km 103 km
E8 Nov. 21st, 2009 1 608 km 1 606 km
E9 April 28th, 2010 99 km 103 km
E10 May 18th, 2010 434 km 438 km
E11 Aug. 13th, 2010 2 550 km 2 554 km
Table 1.4: Enceladus flybys by Cassini spacecraft during Equinox mission – the
values for the closest approaches were taken from Krupp et al. (2012) and NASA
(2012). This table has been composed by the present author hinting to different
approach-values.
1.4.1.2 Cassini Solstice Mission
As NASA announced on its webpage5, the Cassini Solstice Mission will continue
until September 2017 when Saturnian northern summer solstice already will have
taken place (in May, 2017). Thus, the spacecraft will have orbited the planet for a
complete seasonal period since Cassini’s arrival at the Saturnian system right after
the planet’s northern winter solstice in 2004. During the Cassini Solstice Mission
the spacecraft will orbit Saturn another 155 times including eleven additional flybys
of Enceladus (see Table 1.5).
In Spilker (2009) it is summarized that the key scientific objective for Enceladus
is the potential temporal variability of Enceladus’ activity focusing on the possi-
ble subsurface ocean and the moon’s interior structure. This temporal variability
should be understood in time scales from hours to decades to catch every grade
of Enceladus’ activity and its evolution. With the help of Cassini’s data, future
missions to this moon could be linked to (perhaps) predictable eruption processes.
Other main tasks of the Cassini Solstice Mission will be “the mapping of Enceladus’
gravitational field to probe interior structure, searching for an intrinsic or induced
5http://saturn.jpl.nasa.gov/mission/introduction/
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Flyby Date closest approach
Krupp et al. (2012) NASA
E12 Nov. 30th, 2010 48 km 51 km
E13 Dec. 21st, 2010 48 km 51 km
E14 Oct. 1st, 2011 99 km 99 km
E15 Oct. 19th, 2011 1 231 km 1 231 km
E16 Nov. 6th, 2011 496 km 496 km
E17 March 27th, 2012 74 km 74 km
E18 April 14th, 2012 74 km 74 km
E19 May 2nd, 2012 74 km 74 km
E20 Oct. 14th, 2015 1 838 km 1 839 km
E21 Oct. 28th, 2015 49 km 49 km
E22 Dec. 19th, 2015 4 999 km 4 999 km
Table 1.5: Enceladus flybys by Cassini spacecraft during Solstice mission – the
values for the closest approaches were taken from Krupp et al. (2012) and NASA
(2012). This table has been composed by the present author hinting to different
approach-values.
magnetic field, more and deeper plume passages to understand the composition
of the gases and dust released from the interior (e.g., Waite et al. (2008)), map-
ping of surface thermal radiation at very high spatial resolution to constrain vent
temperatures, and further imaging of the surface and plume” (Spilker (2009), p.
3).
At the end of the mission, Cassini will orbit Saturn at a very low altitude and
will finally plunge into Saturn’s atmosphere which will be in line with Planetary
Protection requirements.
1.4.2 Titan Saturn System Mission (TSSM)
In 2009, NASA’s Titan Explorer and ESA’s L-class mission Titan and Enceladus
Mission (TandEM) were merged together to the Titan Saturn System Mission
(TSSM). Only little later it was announced that TSSM lost the battle for funding
against the Europa Jupiter System Mission (EJSM), which itself was postponed in
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2011. Hence, ESA is now planning the European-led Jupiter Icy Moon Explorer
(JUICE).
TSSM shall consist of three parts: a NASA-provided orbiter and an ESA-
provided probe/lander and a montgolfiere (for Titan). It was planned to be
launched on an Atlas 551 before 2020. After a nine-years-flight to Saturn it should
orbit Saturn for two years. The focus of this mission would be on the first Titan
flyby, when the lander and the balloon system will be decoupled from the orbiter.
The lander is planned to target a large sea of Titan’s north polar area and the
balloon system should fly over a mid latitude region (Coustenis et al., 2008). Ad-
ditionally, the orbiter should perform at least seven close Enceladus flybys, which
will give us further information about the subsurface and the plume particles via
spectra, imaging and plume sampling (Coustenis et al., 2008). As reported in
Rappaport et al. (2007), it would be an immense enrichment in our knowledge
on Enceladus if TSSM would determine its dynamic Love number. With the aid
of this parameter, we could deepen our knowledge on a possible subsurface water
reservoir.
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Although we are able to find hundreds of extrasolar planets at distances of partly
more than thousands of light years away from Earth, we are still not able to un-
derstand the occurrences going on in and on one of Saturn’s moons in our own
Solar System. Enceladus (or Saturn II or S2) shows – despite its relative small
size of only about 500 km in diameter – (cryo-)volcanically activity, which in turn
is known only to exist on much larger objects like Earth, Io, and probably Tri-
ton. The questions about the moon’s structure and internal processes are still
open and might be shrouded until a new probe like TSSM will find its way to this
extraordinary celestial body.
2.1 Interior Structure and Composition
Before Cassini arrived at the Saturnian System, scientists could estimate Enceladus
interior structure only by the aid of Voyager 2 data. As mentioned in the previous
chapter, Smith et al. (1982) appraised Enceladus’ mean density to be roughly 1 200
± 400 kg m−3 and its mass to be 8.4 ± 3 ·1019 kg at a radius of about 250 ± 10 km.
In Rappaport et al. (2007) the authors obtained Enceladus’ GM1 by the help of
the Cassini radio science results: “This GM result was obtained by analysing co-
herent X-band (≈ 8 GHz) Doppler data for a short arc orbit determination from
the February 2005 Enceladus encounter in the period from 16 February 18:54:53
UTC to 17 February 09:24:24 UTC” (Rappaport et al. (2007), p. 176). In con-
trast, Jacobson et al. (2006) used an extensive data set consisting of data by the
1GM is the product of the gravitational constant and, in that case, Enceladus’ mass.
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Hubble Space Telescope, Earth-based observations, Voyager 1 and 2, Pioneer 11,
and Cassini. In Table 2.1, their results for Enceladus’ GM value and the resulting
mass are listed (for comparison, this table contains also two pre-Cassini studies).
Study GM [109 m3 s−2] resulting Mass [1020 kg]
Smith et al. (1982) – 0.84 ± 0.30
Jacobson (2004) 6.9495± 1.5 1.0413± 0.2248
Jacobson et al. (2006) 7.2096± 0.0067 1.0802± 0.0010
Rappaport et al. (2007) 7.2070± 0.0110 1.0799± 0.0017
Mean Value of Cassini Data 7.2083± 0.0064 1.08008± 0.00097
Table 2.1: GM from different studies and the resulting mass of Enceladus – the
different results for the mass were obtained by the present author in applying the
gravitational constant G = (6.67384 ± 0.00080) · 10−11 m3 kg−1 s−2 (CODATA,
2012), the error was calculated via Gaussian error propagation.
2.1.1 Shape
With the help of Cassini data the principal axes a, b, and c (where a, b, c are the
Saturn-facing, orbit-facing, and polar semi-axes, see Figure 2.1) of Enceladus were
able to be measured. The measured radii amount to a = 256.6 ± 0.3 km, b = 251.4
± 0.2 km, and c = 248.3± 0.2 km, respectively2 (Thomas, 2010). The mean radius
was estimated by Jacobson et al. (2006) to be REnce = (252.1± 0.1) · 103 m.
The volume of an ellipsoidal Enceladus can be calculated the following way (con-
trary to the approach in a spherical way which is used in the present literature
generally):
VEnce =
4
3
piabc = (6.7095± 0.0109) · 1016 m3. (2.1.1)
2From this data, an obvious flattening of Enceladus’ polar region can be identified. This
might be an indication of a subsurface sea – for further information see section 3.2.1.2
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Figure 2.1: Principal axes of Enceladus.
This leads to a mean density of ρ¯ = mV = 1 609.79± 2.99 kg m−3. In Table 2.2,
this value can be compared to results of other studies. Compared to the mid-sized
Saturnian satellites, Enceladus’ density is rather large indicating that this satellite
contains a greater percentage of silicates and iron. Further on, Rappaport et al.
(2007) argued that one can neglect the porosity of Enceladus due to its size and
the heating that apparently takes place.
Study Mean Density [kgm−3]
Smith et al. (1982) 1 200 ± 400
Campbell and Anderson (1989) 1 120 ± 550
Jacobson (2004) 1 603± 345
Jacobson et al. (2006) 1 609.6 ± 2.4
Porco et al. (2006) 1 608.3 ± 4.5
Rappaport et al. (2007) 1 608.9 ± 4.0
this study yields 1 609.8 ± 3.0
Table 2.2: Density of Enceladus.
The shape factor F = (b − c)/(a − c) of the ellipsoid gives the orientation of
the projected ellipse (Dermott and Thomas, 1990). For a body in hydrostatic
equilibrium, F has a value of about 0.25 (Dermott and Thomas, 1990). For the
measured radii of Enceladus the shape factor is F = 0.37± 0.03 (or 1/F = 2.68±
0.233). So, the estimated value for this moon is about 49 % higher than it would
3The error was calculated with the Gaussian error propagation – in Spencer et al. (2009),
the author calculated 1/F = 2.7 ± 0.5, which represents another error value than
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correspond to a hydrostatic body. This result offers at least two possible means of
interpretation: On the one hand, Enceladus may be undifferentiated (or slightly
differentiated), and on the other hand Spencer et al. (2009) mentioned that this
satellite was rotating more rapidly due to e.g. a smaller semi-major axis when
it obtained its present shape. As will be seen in the following paragraphs, the
first conclusion is unlikely (see section 2.1.2) and the second one demands that
Enceladus has a finite rigidity which leads to a hydrostatic disequilibrium at the
present day. So the reason for the uneven shape of Enceladus may indicate an
asymmetric interior distribution of mass (Porco et al., 2006).
2.1.2 Differentiation
Before scientists got a closer insight into the Enceladus system, pre-Cassini studies
ascertained that the moon was composed almost entirely of water ice with only
little rock or metal content (e.g., Dermott and Thomas (1994)). When Cassini
revealed Enceladus’ mean density to be about 1 609 kgm−3, astronomers had the
certainty that it is composed of ice but substantially more rock than previously
thought.
In the past, scientists argued about the interior structure of Enceladus concern-
ing its shape, its position in the Saturnian System, its mean density, etc., but the
recently observed heat flux (to be exact, Enceladus’ south polar endogenous emis-
sion) of 15.8 GW (Howett et al., 2011) strengthens the theory about a (partly)
differentiated Enceladus. The complexity of that problem is shown for example in
Thomas (2010), where the authors point out that considering the value of (a− c)
(or the shape factor) Enceladus’ interior should be homogeneous, but e.g. the ob-
served ongoing activity leads to the conclusion that the interior is differentiated
caused by internal heating.
The already mentioned high (silicate) rock fraction has an influence not only
on the heat production in present times (see section 2.4.3) but also on the history
of Enceladus. Short-lived radioactivity (like the decay of 26Al) took place in
the first million years after Enceladus had been formed. The model of Schubert
et al. (2007) indicates that differentiation could have taken place in these early
computed here – unfortunately it was not evident how Spencer et al. (2009) determined
this value.
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days in Enceladus’ evolution caused by the melting of ice from radiogenic heating,
primarily from 26Al-decay. This model ends some 10 to 20 Myr after the formation
of Enceladus. According to the model of Schubert et al. (2007), at that point of
time Enceladus was differentiated into a warm to very hot rocky core of 165 km
radius, an overlying layer of liquid water approximately 70 km thick, and a covering
15 km ice shell. The authors added that agreeable to other simulations long-lived
radioactivity and tidal dissipative heating can prevent the interior to freeze. This
theory is in conformity with the Mimas problem (see section 2.4.1.2), because
Mimas has a mean density of only 1 148 kgm−3 which implies that its rock fraction
is slightly smaller than the one of Enceladus. This leads to a smaller amount of
radionuclides which means that radiogenic heating on Enceladus is stronger. This
may explain the differences between these moons observed by Cassini.
2.1.2.1 Two-Layer Model
The simplest model to estimate Enceladus’ interior is the two-layer model (cf., Sohl
and Schubert (2009) or Leliwa-Kopystynski (1987)), consisting of a metal-rock core
(with mass mc, density ρc, and volume Vc) and a ice-liquid water shell (with mass
ms, density ρs, and volume Vs). At the beginning of this model, the total mass can
be equated with the sum of the core’s mass and the mantle’s mass. Then the mass
is substituted by the volume and the density of the respective layer and several
rearrangements finally yield an equation for the radius of the core (Eq. (2.1.2)).
m = ms +mc
ρ · V = ρs · Vs + ρc · Vc
ρ = ρs · Vs
V
+ ρc · Vc
V
with
Vs
V
+
Vc
V
= 1
ρ = ρs ·
(
1− Vc
V
)
+ ρc · Vc
V
ρ = ρs + (ρc − ρs) ·
(
Vc
V
)
ρ = ρs + (ρc − ρs) ·
(
rc
R
)3
⇒ rc = R · 3
√
ρ− ρs
ρc − ρs (2.1.2)
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Here, ρ¯ represents the mean density. In fact, the uncompressed density should
be used in this context but due to the low mass of Enceladus the uncompressed
density has nearly the same value as the mean density. By use of the mean density
(ρ¯ = 1609.79 ± 2.99 kgm−3) and the mean radius of Enceladus (REnce = 252.1 ±
0.1 km), one can plot the thickness of the ice shell against the core density for a
certain shell density. Additionally, the possible lower (ρs = 940 kgm−3) and upper
(ρs =1010 kgm−3) boundary for the mantle density was chosen4. Figure 2.2 shows
the plot for these two boundaries, whereas the actual value lies within these limits.
Figure 2.2: Plot of ice shell thickness as a function of core density for two extreme
shell density values ρs as calculated by the present author – the green dashed line
represents the model of Schubert et al. (2007), the yellow dashed line the one of
Rappaport et al. (2007), and the red lines mark the boundaries for the core density.
Schubert et al. (2007) obtained the rock-metal core density to be 3 527.5 kgm−3
and the ice-liquid water shell density to be 1 010 kgm−3, which is based on the
4Cassini’s VIMS data lead to the conclusion that the mantle is dominated by water ice
which constrains the density of the shell to be within these boundaries (Rappaport
et al., 2007).
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assumption that Enceladus core density is equal to Io’s mean density which can
be explained by Io’s interior dominated by silicate rock and iron. According to
this model, Enceladus’ rock-metal core has a mean radius of about 156 km and an
ice-liquid water mantle with a thickness of about 96 km.
Another model was released by Rappaport et al. (2007). This model is also
based on a differentiated Enceladus and assumes two layers, whereby both the core
and the shell can consist of mixtures of silicates and ice (in different ratios) right
from the start. In this study the mantle density is assumed to be between 940 and
1 015 kgm−3 and the core, which is made of hydrated silicates, has a density of
2500 kgm−3, which leads to a core radius of approximately 186 to 190 km and an
ice shell thickness of about 62 to 66 km.
Both models are consistent with the model calculated by the present author, illus-
trated in the graph shown in Figure 2.2.
In contrast, Olgin et al. (2011) mentioned that according to their model based
on tidally driven Coulomb failure of Enceladus’ Tiger Stripe faults (linear depres-
sions, see section 2.3.2.1), the ice shell has to have a thickness of less than 40 km.
Furthermore, they assume the fault depths to be less than 3 km.
Nevertheless, as mentioned in Hussmann et al. (2009), there is still no evidence
for the differentiation of Enceladus because Cassini has not carried out gravity
flybys to determine the gravity coefficients J2 and C22, yet. Furthermore, the
shape data set of Enceladus is not definite and further flybys (equatorial and over
the north pole) would be necessary to gain a better understanding of the satellite’s
interior structure.
2.2 Atmosphere and Magnetic Field
In 2005, Cassini performed three flybys close to Enceladus (two of them within the
Hill radius5 of ∼ 950 km). During these parts of the mission, Cassini revealed that
Enceladus possesses an atmosphere and a magnetic field (Dougherty et al., 2006).
The atmosphere was detected during the first flyby (February 17th, 2005) and
was confirmed in the second flyby (March 9th, 2005) (Dougherty et al., 2006).
5The Hill radius was calculated to be r ≈ a · (1 − e) · 3√ m3M = 944.038 km, where a is
the semi-major axis, e the eccentricity, m the mass of Enceladus, and M the mass of
Saturn (Hamilton and Burns, 1992).
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Hence, besides Titan, Enceladus is the second moon of Saturn which has an (at
least local) atmosphere. This discovery was unexpected due to the relatively small
size of Enceladus: The amount of gravity it exerts is by far not enough to keep
this atmosphere stable over a longer period of time. Therefore, this may be an
indication for a strong source that permanently emits gas. These sources were
identified to be next to the Tiger Stripes in the South Polar Terrain (SPT; for
details, see section 2.3.2). The assumption was verified during the third flyby
(July 14th, 2005), when Cassini observed the star γ Orionis (Bellatrix) in the UV
passing behind Enceladus (NASA/JPL/University of Colorado/SSI, 2012). When
Bellatrix came closer to the moon, its light was dimming a little bit indicating that
Enceladus has an atmosphere. As seen from the spacecraft, this happened close
to the SPT. When Bellatrix appeared from behind Enceladus on the other side of
the moon, there was no dimming effect observed. Therefore, scientists concluded
that the atmosphere is localized, not globally extended (NASA/JPL/University of
Colorado/SSI, 2012). During these observations, Waite et al. (2006) were able to
identify water vapour as the main component of the atmosphere by means of the
on board INMS (Ion and Neutral Mass Spectrometer). More precisely, the “best fit
to the atmospheric composition based on the mass deconvolution (according to a
reduced chi-squared metric) gives 91 ± 3% H2O, 3.2 ± 0.6% CO2, 4 ± 1% N2 or
CO (depending on the identity of the mass peak at 28 Da), and 1.6 ± 0.4% CH4”
(Waite et al. (2006), p. 1419). These detections confirmed the notion that arose
during the Voyager missions: Enceladus is geologically active and it is the source
of Saturn’s E-ring.
During the flybys in 2005, Cassini’s magnetometer has detected a bending of
Saturn’s magnetic field (see Figure 2.3) which indicated the interaction of the mag-
netospheric plasma of Saturn with Enceladus’ atmospheric plume. It was assumed
that “the nearly corotating plasma flow from Saturn with its frozen-in magnetic
field was slowing down near Enceladus and being deflected around it” (Dougherty
et al. (2006), p. 1406). Dougherty et al. (2006) concluded that the observed mag-
netic field perturbations can not originate in a sputtering-produced atmosphere
which points to an additional atmospheric source. This was a further indication
for the existence of an outgassing plume close to Enceladus’ south pole. The mea-
surements of the magnetometer also strengthen the knowledge on the composition
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Figure 2.3: Bending of Saturn’s magnetic field around Enceladus (artist concept),
Credit: Dougherty et al. (2006), p. 1408.
of the atmosphere due to the observed ion cyclotron waves which oscillated near
the gyrofrequencies of water-group ions (Dougherty et al., 2006).
2.3 Surface
As already mentioned in section 1.3.1, Voyager images had very poor spatial res-
olution and they only provided views of the northern, Saturn facing region. Even
with the help of these restricted data, the uniqueness of Enceladus’ surface was
revealed: Voyager 2 was able to distinguish between at least five different types of
terrains (from well-preserved craters to crater-free smooth plains) on the basis of
crater populations and other landforms. Morrison et al. (1984) reported crater-free
terrains to be younger than 109 yr, maybe even younger than 108 yr.
The Cassini spacecraft tried to globally map Enceladus. Roatsch et al. (2008)
derived a high-resolution atlas of Enceladus from 377 high-resolution Cassini-ISS
images (< 1 km/pixel) which were made during three close flybys of Enceladus in
2005. Furthermore, they combined these data with lower resolution Cassini images
and some older images taken by Voyager instruments to receive a high-resolution
global controlled mosaic of the satellite’s surface which is then used for creating a
high-resolution atlas of Enceladus consisting of 15 segments mapped at a scale of
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1:500 000. Recently, Roatsch et al. (2010) published an updated global map, which
included all flyby-data so far until November 2009 (see Figure 2.4).
Figure 2.4: Map of Enceladus (PIA12564), Credit: NASA/JPL/Space Science
Institute.
In Crow-Willard and Pappalardo (2010), the authors describe eleven different
geological units on Enceladus’ surface. They differentiated between several types
of cratered, curvilinear, smooth, trough, and ridged terrains and between their
position on the moon (see Figure 2.5).
2.3.1 Surface Composition
In general, most of the satellite’s bright surface seems to be covered by fine-grained
regoliths. Since the 1970s, it is known that Enceladus’ surface consists almost
completely of water ice, e.g. Cruikshank et al. (1977) used the Kitt Peak Mayall 4 m
telescope to classify Enceladus’ surface as water frost or ice which seems to be mixed
or diluted with some other unidentified, darker material. They concluded that the
surface of Enceladus is, concerning their reflectance, similar to that of Ganymed,
the inner Saturnian moons Tethys, Dione, and Rhea, and to the bright side of
Iapetus. They approved their assumptions in Cruikshank (1980) by observing the
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Figure 2.5: Geological map of Enceladus, Credit: Crow-Willard and Pappalardo
(2010), p. 2.
spectrum of Enceladus in the NIR (near-infrared). During three flybys of Enceladus
in 2005 Cassini’s Visual and Infrared Mapping Spectrometer instrument (VIMS)
was able to make NIR spectra of different regions on Enceladus (Brown et al., 2006).
Brown et al. (2006) identified the typical water-ice grain size to be 50 to 150 µm in
general, but they recognized an increase in the size of the grains to 100 to 300 µm
near the Tiger Stripes. These results were confirmed by Jaumann et al. (2008) by
assuming a distribution of icy particles and their sizes across Enceladus’ surface.
Jaumann et al. (2008) reported that in general the largest particles are found inside
the tectonically deformed regions with the particle diameters decreasing outside the
tectonic features.
Furthermore, Brown et al. (2006) found evidence for CO2 in form of both free
ice and trapped as a liquid or gaseous inclusions as well as simple organics in
this region. For comparison, they were not able to detect CO in form of ice, gas,
clathrate, or in any other physical form. Furthermore there was no finding of free
CO2 in the Tiger Strips which was to be expected because the temperatures in this
region measured by Cassini’s CIRS instrument “would cause solid CO2 to rapidly
migrate northward of the Tiger Stripes region to areas with colder temperatures”
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(Brown et al. (2006), p. 1427) – there was indeed a detection of some free CO2
northward of the Tiger Stripes region in their data. Contrary to the expectations,
Brown et al. (2006) found no evidence for ammonia or its various hydrates on the
satellite. Their data attested that different kinds of ice dominate within the SPT:
Next to the Tiger Stripes, Brown et al. (2006) detected crystalline ice, whereas in
the area around the Tiger Stripes amorphous ice is most abundant. They also noted
that there were several other spectral features in the VIMS data, which requires
closer examination.
In Hendrix et al. (2009), the authors used data of Cassini’s UVIS instrument
(wavelength: 115-190 nm) to figure out that Enceladus spectrum in the far ul-
traviolet (FUV) appeared a bit darker than expected. By comparing “Enceladus’
FUV spectrum to existing laboratory measurements of the reflectance spectra of
candidate species, and to spectral models” (Hendrix et al. (2009), p. 608), they
were able to show that a pure water ice model does not fit Enceladus’ spectrum.
Hendrix et al. (2009) concluded that the satellite’s low FUV reflectance may be
caused by some small amount of ammonia and tholin in addition to water ice on
the surface. Furthermore, they expect ammonia originating in the plume to be
globally distributed on Enceladus’ surface.
2.3.2 South Polar Terrain
The South Polar Terrain (SPT) is located south of the 55 ◦S latitude and the area
extends to about 70 000 km2 (Porco et al., 2006) (see Figure 2.6).
At the edge of this circumpolar area, Cassini detected a chain of scarps, troughs,
and parallel ridges. Porco et al. (2006) interpreted these curved forms as fold belts
caused by horizontal compression. In several places the borderline is interrupted
by “Y-shaped” discontinuities (Porco et al., 2006), which are N-S trending fractures
and rifts that narrow northwards (see Figure 2.7). The SPT is geologically active
and differs from other regions by its youthful geology, its tectonic patterns, and its
unusual albedo.
The South Polar Terrain is characterised by a family of four parallel rifts (Tiger
Stripes, see section 2.3.2.1), which might be extensional features. The central
portion of the SPT is characterized by a depression of approximately 500 m relative
to the mean elevation (Spencer et al., 2009). Furthermore, data of the Cassini
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Figure 2.6: Polar stereographic basemap of the SPT – the circumpolar boundary
is marked with red lines and the blue lines indicate geologically young tension
fractures (the areas marked with B and D are enlarged in Figure 2.7), adapted
from Porco et al. (2006), p. 1395.
Composite Infrared Spectrometer (CIRS) revealed that the SPT is extremely warm
(∼ 85 K, small areas even between 114 and 157 K (Porco et al., 2006); see Figure
2.8). This finding was very unexpected since Enceladus should be a very cold place
(the expected temperature for the SPT had been ∼ 68 K) due to its high albedo
and the polar regions should be even colder than the equator (as on Earth). The
equatorial temperatures appeared more or less as expected (∼ 80 K).
As reported in Porco et al. (2006), the ISS broadband spectra showed that the
SPT material consists almost of pure water ice.
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Figure 2.7: Y-shaped discontinuities, B: morphological details along the SPT
margin near 44 ◦S, 279 ◦W; D: transition at the polar terrain boundary near 30 ◦S,
229 ◦W, adapted from Porco et al. (2006), p. 1395.
Figure 2.8: Temperature map of Enceladus (9 and 16.5 µm, July 2005,
PIA06432), Credit: NASA/JPL/GSFC.
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2.3.2.1 Tiger Stripes
The Tiger Stripes are “linear depressions, typically about 500 m deep, 2 km wide,
and 130 km in length, flanked on both sides by prominent 100-m-high ridges” (Porco
et al. (2006), p. 1394). They were first observed by Cassini’s Imaging Science
Subsystem (ISS) camera on May 20th, 2005. The four major Tiger Stripes are
called Alexandria Sulcus, Baghdad Sulcus, Cairo Sulcus, and Damascus Sulcus6,
have similar orientations and shapes, and are spaced ∼35 km apart. With the aid
of Cassini, it is definitely know that these structures are the sources of plume jets
(Spitale and Porco (2007), see Figure 2.9) and thermal emission (Spencer et al.,
2006) (for further information about the plume jets, see section 3.1).
Figure 2.9: Jet spots (marked with yellow stars) in Tiger Stripes (March 12, 2008,
PIA10361), Credit: NASA/JPL/GSFC/SwRI/SSI.
6Sulcus: in astrogeology a notation of long, parallel ridges
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As already mentioned above, the Tiger Stripes are characterised by high temper-
atures (up to 190 K at Damascus Sulcus, Cook et al. (2012)). The SPT may be the
thinnest area of Enceladus’ lithosphere with the Tiger Stripes being a direct link
to a possible subsurface water (Collins and Goodman, 2007) or clathrate (Kieffer
et al., 2006) reservoir. The assumed depth varies from 5 km (Roberts and Nimmo,
2008) to 35 km (Gioia et al., 2007).
The grain sizes of the particles on the Tiger Stripes are about 100-300 µm (Brown
et al., 2006), whereas the very bright areas between the stripes show almost flat
spectra which refers to grain sizes one-tenth smaller (i.e., tens of µm) (Porco et al.,
2006). Nevertheless, high resolution images of the SPT show the surface to be
hummocky and block-covered, where most blocks have a size of 20 to 50 m with few
larger blocks of 100 m across (Porco et al., 2006). Due to the lack of impact craters
in this area and due to the high amount of these blocks, Porco et al. (2006) suggest
a formation mechanism for these blocks other than crater ejecta, e.g. geological
activity (tectonic or seismic disruptions).
2.3.3 Impact Craters
Spencer et al. (2009) argued, that – depending on the flux model used – cratered
plain materials have absolute ages as old as 4.2 billion years (asteroidal impact
rates (lunar-like), based on the model by Neukum (1985)) or 1.7 billions years
(cometary impact rates, based on the Zahnle et al. (2003) model). It was reported
that “Enceladus has the largest range in crater number density, implying a record
of long-lasting, possible still ongoing activity” (Porco et al. (2006), p. 1396). As
expected, the lowest crater densities on Enceladus were found in the active areas
of the SPT. Furthermore, the authors concluded that, considering the discrete ages
of different terrains, the activity observed on Enceladus may occur periodically
in localized episodes. These episodes seem to be separated by time periods of
inactivity which are much longer than the active ones.
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2.4 Heat Production
2.4.1 Tidal Heating
2.4.1.1 Orbit – Interaction with Dione
Enceladus orbits Saturn with a semi-major axis of 238 037 km (i.e., 3.95 Saturn
radii) in a sidereal orbit period of 1.37 Earth days (NASA, 2012). The orbit is
almost circular with an eccentricity of 0.0047 (NASA, 2012) and an inclination of
about 0.009 ◦ (NASA, 2012). At present, Enceladus and Dione are locked in a stable
2:1 mean motion resonance. Dione, as compared to Enceladus, has a semi-major
axis of 377 415 km (NASA, 2011) and an eccentricity of 0.0022 (NASA, 2011).
Because of this mean motion resonance, tidal heating might play a part in the
heat production of Enceladus (see below). As mentioned in Schubert et al. (2010),
Enceladus might have moved away from Saturn over time. As a direct consequence,
this movement leads to the possibility that Enceladus “may have passed through
resonances with other Saturnian satellites before the current resonance locking with
Dione was established” (Schubert et al. (2010), p. 454). This theory was examined
by Meyer and Wisdom (2007) (see section 2.4.1.2).
2.4.1.2 Tidal heating
As aforementioned, tidal heating might be one of the sources of the extreme heat
production observed on Enceladus, whereas Spencer et al. (2009) defined the term
“tidal heating” the following way: “Tidal heating arises because a satellite in an
eccentric orbit experiences a tidal bulge that varies in amplitude and location over
the course of the orbit” (Spencer et al. (2009), p. 689). Unfortunately, there
are two facts which argue against this hypothesis: Firstly, tidal forces act in a
symmetric way but on Enceladus only the south polar region seems to be active,
while activity is missing at the north pole (Schubert et al., 2010). The second
problem arises when a comparison between Mimas and Enceladus is made. Tidal
heating on Mimas ought to be a sight greater7 than on Enceladus because of its
smaller distance to Saturn and its larger eccentricity (Schubert et al., 2010) – but
7In Meyer and Wisdom (2007) the authors estimated that the tidal heating in Mimas is
about 11 times the heating in Enceladus, if rigidity is the same.
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Mimas is geologically inactive and heavily cratered. Therefore, Enceladus has to
have an additional source of heat (e.g., a higher amount of radiogenic heating) or
the initial conditions of these two satellites were different which led to diverging
evolutionary pathways.
A further mechanism was mentioned by Lissauer et al. (1984). They suggested
that before becoming resonantly locked with Dione, Enceladus’ radial motion in
the Saturnian system led to a 2:1 mean motion resonance with Janus, which would
lead to a heating of 4.5 GW (Lissauer et al., 1984). But as shown in Peale (2003)
this model has numerous limitations like the fact that such a resonance might have
existed just for a certain period in the past (Meyer and Wisdom, 2007), whereas
Enceladus shows evidence of multiple resurfacing episodes. As a consequence, the
postulated resonance with Janus can merely explain the most recent activity (Meyer
and Wisdom, 2007). Furthermore the value of the heating has to be reduced
because the authors assumed a mass which was too high (Meyer and Wisdom,
2007).
Meyer andWisdom (2007) extended the theory of Lissauer et al. (1984) by adding
other resonance configurations accounting for past resurfacing events on Enceladus.
The authors cited four principal resonances involving Enceladus that could have
taken place in recent past: 3:2 Mimas-Enceladus, 3:4 Enceladus-Tethys, and the al-
ready mentioned 2:1 Enceladus-Dione and 2:1 Janus-Enceladus resonances. Meyer
and Wisdom (2007) mentioned that their estimations about the heating rate of
Enceladus in an equilibrium resonant configuration with other satellites of the Sat-
urnian system are independent of the physical properties of Enceladus.
In Meyer and Wisdom (2007), the authors introduced the following formulae for
the estimation of the equilibrium heating rates, whereby Eq. (2.4.2) is a general-
ization of Eq. (2.4.1):
H1 = n0T0
(
1− 1 +
m1a0
m0a1
1 + m1m0
√
a1
a0
)
, (2.4.1)
H2 =
n0T0√
1− e20
+
n1T1√
1− e21
− T0 + T1
L0 + L1
·
(
GMm0
a0
+
GMm1
a1
)
. (2.4.2)
Ti, ni, and Li are the torque on each satellite, its mean orbital motion (for
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Mm), and the angular momentum, respectively. These parameters can be esti-
mated with the following equations (results are listed in table 2.3):
T =
3
2
· Gm
2R5S k2S
a6QS
, (2.4.3)
n =
√
GM
a3
, (2.4.4)
L = m ·
√
GMa(1− e2). (2.4.5)
Enceladus Dione Mimas Tethys Janus
a [108m][a] 2.38042 3.77415 1.85539 2.94672 1.51450
Gm [109m3 s−2][b] 7.20270 73.11460 2.50260 41.20670 0.12630
e[a] 0.0047 0.0022 0.0196 0.0001 0.0068
m [1020 kg] 1.07924 10.95540 0.37499 6.17436 0.01892
T [1013m2 kg s−2] 7.62905 49.48741 4.10746 69.39112 0.03537
n [10−5 s−1] 5.30281 2.65618 7.70609 3.85016 10.44919
L [1032m2 kg s−1] 3.24286 41.44990 0.99457 20.64183 0.04536
Table 2.3: Parameters of Saturn’s moons, data by: [a]: JPL/NASA (2012b); [b]:
JPL/NASA (2012a); the values for the mass (m), the torque on each satellite (T ),
the mean orbital motion (n), and the angular momentum (L) were calculated by
the present author for G = (6.67384 ± 0.00080) · 10−11 m3 kg−1 s−2 (CODATA,
2012).
With the appropriate parameters of Saturn’s moons (see Table 2.3), Saturn’s
mass (M = 5.68326 ×1026 kg (Jacobson et al., 2006)), Saturn’s radius (RS =
5.8232×107 m (Seidelmann et al., 2007)), Saturn’s tidal quality factor QS = 18 000
(Meyer and Wisdom, 2007) and the potential Love number k2S = 0.32 (Kramm
et al., 2011), the present author arrived at the following heat production rates for
the mentioned resonances (see Table 2.4).
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resonances→ Ence:Dion Mimas:Ence Ence:Tethys Janus:Ence
H1 [109 W] 1.87262 0.75541 0.95777 0.01795
H2 [109 W] 0.92230 0.32530 -0.41084 -0.03621
Table 2.4: Equilibrium rates for each given resonance as calculated by the present
author.
Meyer and Wisdom (2007) explained the negative values of the Enceladus-Tethys
and the Janus-Enceladus resonance due to the lack of equilibrium as the orbits are
diverging.
Considering these calculations it is obvious that equilibrium tidal heating alone
cannot account for the heat that is observed to be coming from Enceladus because
the amount of tidal heating is just a fraction of the heat flux measured by Howett
et al. (2011).
A point on which nearly all studies agree is that the proportion of heating
strongly depends on the interior structure of Enceladus, e.g. the high heat flow
observed by Howett et al. (2011) makes a subsurface ocean even more likely. Fur-
thermore, Ross and Schubert (1989) presented a multilayered viscoelastic model to
estimate the effect of tidal heating in Enceladus. They calculated that dissipation,
i.e. equilibrium heating, in a homogeneous Maxwell model can reach a value up to
920 GW for a viscoelastic Enceladus at the current eccentricity. The exact num-
ber depends on material properties, whereas the properties envisaged by Ross and
Schubert (1989) for the highest heat flows are not realistic according to the present
status of knowledge8 (Spencer et al., 2009). Another weak point of this theory is
that the Maxwellian rheology is not definitely confirmed to fit the real planetary
materials (Spencer et al., 2009). Nevertheless, Ross and Schubert (1989) also “in-
vestigate heating in a two layer model consisting of a conductive elastic lithosphere
overlying a Maxwell interior and a three layer model with a liquid water-ammonia
layer between the lithosphere and the Maxwell core” (Meyer and Wisdom (2007),
p. 536). Ross and Schubert (1989) estimated a heating rate for these models of
about 4 GW, which seems far more realistic than 920 GW.
8They assumed the value of viscosity as 1012 Pa s, which is far too low for the existing
ice-silicates mixture.
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2.4.2 Radiogenic Heating
In Castillo et al. (2005) the authors assumed that the icy Saturnian satellites
formed 1.0 ± 0.2 to 1.6 ± 0.4 Myr after the production of Calcium-Aluminium In-
clusions (CAIs). Amelin et al. (2002) analysed the CV chondrite Efremovka to set
an estimate for the lead isotopic age of calcium-aluminium-rich inclusions (CAIs)
to determine the age of chondrites. They concluded that the CAIs were formed
4567.2 ± 0.6 Myr ago. If both estimations are applied, Enceladus’ age can be es-
timated to be around 4.56590 ± 0.00075 Gyr by a simple subtraction done by
the present author.
If assumed that Enceladus formed out of material similar to that chondrites
were formed out of, the abundance of radiogenic isotope in chondrites can be used
to estimate the radiogenic heating rate in Enceladus. Here I take four different
isotopes into account: 232Th,235 U,238 U , and 40K. Additionally to their current
concentration Ci, the heat release Hi of each radionuclide has to be known. By
means of those values, the present radiogenic heat release can be calculated with
the aid of Eq. (2.4.6) (cf., Turcotte and Schubert (2002)).
H = H232Th · C232Th + 0.0071 ·H235U · C235U +
+ 0.9928 ·H238U · C238U + 1.19 · 10−4H40K · C40K . (2.4.6)
To estimate the radiogenic heat release the data for Ci and Hi by Czechowski
and Leliwa-Kopystyński (2005) and Schubert et al. (2007) can be used. The values
are listed in Table 2.5.
Furthermore data for Ci and Hi by Turcotte and Schubert (2002) and Schubert
et al. (1986) can be utilized (see Table 2.6). In these papers there are information
just about the elements Th, U, and K, but not about their certain isotopes.
In Table 2.7 the results for the radiogenic heating amount H for the different
studies are listed as calculated by the present author. The mean value computed in
the present study amounts to approximately 0.34 GW, which is close to the value
estimated by Porco et al. (2006) of 0.32 GW.
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Study Value 232Th 235U 238U 40K
[1] Ci [10−8kg kg−1] 5.50 0.63 2.20 110.00
[1] Hi [1013J kg−1] 1.65 1.86 1.92 0.172
[2] Ci [10−8kg kg−1] 5.21 0.86 2.64 66.00
[2] Hi [1013J kg−1] 1.03 1.16 1.20 0.199
Table 2.5: Radiogenic heat release and initial mass concentration of 232Th, 235U ,
238U , and 40K– data set [1] by Czechowski and Leliwa-Kopystyński (2005) and [2]
by Schubert et al. (2007).
Study Value Th U K
Turcotte and Schubert (2002) Ci [10−8kg kg−1] 0.80 2.90 56000
Turcotte and Schubert (2002) Hi [10−5Wkg−1] 2.64 9.81 0.000348
Schubert et al. (1986) Ci [10−8kg kg−1] 1.20 4.00 84000
Schubert et al. (1986) Hi [10−5Wkg−1] 9.75 2.60 0.000352
Table 2.6: Radiogenic heat release and present mass concentration of Th, U, and
K – data by Turcotte and Schubert (2002) and Schubert et al. (1986).
Study H [GW]
Czechowski and Leliwa-Kopystyński (2005) 0.42543± 0.00041
Schubert et al. (2007) 0.26665± 0.00025
Turcotte and Schubert (2002) 0.32981± 0.00031
Schubert et al. (1986) 0.34048± 0.00032
mean value 0.34059± 0.00032
Table 2.7: Mean value of the radiogenic heating amount H as calculated by the
present author.
In summary, the contribution of radiogenic heating to the thermal budget of
Enceladus is rather small, but as mentioned in Schubert et al. (2007) it might be
enough to prevent the possible subsurface ocean from freezing. This scenario was
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simulated by Schubert et al. (2007). In their model, short-lived radioactivity, like
the decay of 26Al, caused the interior of Enceladus to be differentiated in just a few
million years and this condition has existed until today due appropriate triggering
of long-lived radiogenic heating. These right circumstances include for example the
initial temperature of the moon at the end of accretion, its surface temperature
during its first 500 Myr of evolution, and the porosity of the surface (Schubert et al.,
2007). Furthermore, they worked out that “even if the long-lived radioactivity does
not melt the ice in Enceladus, it warms it to the point that tidal deformation
and heating could become effective in differentiating the satellite” (Schubert et al.
(2007), p. 347), which might be a solution for the Mimas problem.
2.4.3 Other Heating Mechanisms
As mentioned in section 2.1.2, Cassini unveiled that Enceladus’ (silicate) rock frac-
tion is higher than previously assumed. This leads to a higher radiogenic heating
rate, which was estimated by Porco et al. (2006) to be 0.32 GW, “assuming chon-
dritic long-lived radionuclide abundances” (Porco et al. (2006), p. 1400). Thus,
the radiogenic contribution is far too low to explain the observed heat flow of at
least 15.8 GW (Howett et al., 2011), but e.g. Schubert et al. (2007) argued that
this is a further indication of differentiation of water from rock-metal, which could
amplify tidal heating.
2.4.3.1 Other Mechanisms
Howett et al. (2011) listed several possible mechanism, e.g. they postulated that
tidal energy could be stored inside Enceladus. This stored energy could burst
out periodically, which may happen currently. Another possibility mentioned by
Howett et al. (2011) is that Enceladus’ orbital/tidal equilibrium is unstable which
leads to changes in its orbital eccentricity with consequent geological activity.
Another model is the secondary spin-orbit libration model (Wisdom, 2004). This
model fits to the shape of Enceladus and there occurs no problem regarding to Mi-
mas. But the predicted libration was not seen within an uncertainty of ± 1.5◦
(Porco et al., 2006) and this leads to an upper limit in the heating from this mech-
anism of 0.18 GW (Porco et al., 2006), which is rather far too small considering that
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the internal heat-generated power is about 15.8 GW (Howett et al., 2011). How-
ever, in Rappaport et al. (2007) the authors showed that this model is incompatible
with Enceladus’ high density.
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Plume and Subsurface Water
Reservoir
Although scientists supposed Enceladus to be the origin of the E-ring particles in
some way, they had to wait until 2005 when the first Cassini flybys took place to
confirm their hypothesis (e.g., see Porco et al. (2006)). At least since the third
close flyby in July 2005 there has been no doubt about the evidence of a plume of
emerging water vapour and small icy grains from warm fractures near the south
polar region. Since then there has been a debate about the origin of the plume
– two main points of view emerged: On the one hand, the idea that the plume’s
source is the decomposition of ice (sublimating ice) and on the other hand that the
plume originates in a subsurface liquid source like caverns, a sea or even a global
subsurface ocean.
Figure 3.1: Enceladus illuminated by reflected sunlight of Saturn and at least
four distinct jets of water ice backlighted by the Sun (visible light, 25th Dec. 2009,
distance: 617 000 km, PIA12733), Credit: NASA/JPL/Space Science Institute.
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3.1 Plume
Cassini’s Imaging Science Subsystem (ISS) was the first to detect the plume in
January and February 2005 (see Figure 3.1).
A plume is an “observed feature, as opposed to the individual ’jets’ of material
that can compose a plume, depending on the viewing geometry” (Spitale and Porco
(2007), p.695). The authors found eight sources of these jets, all located on one of
the four Tiger Stripes (see Figures 2.9 and 3.2), whereby the strongest sources are
on Baghdad and Damascus (see Table 3.1). For that survey, they used images that
were made over a period of two years and from plenty different viewing directions.
These plume jets seem not to be violently erupting geysers like those on Earth, but
steady jets of fine, forward-scattering particles of ice and vapour and at least some
of them were persistent over this time period.
Figure 3.2: Jet spots and CIRS (Cassini’s Composite Infrared Spectrometer)
hotspots in the South Polar Terrain (SPT; source locations numbered with Ro-
man numerals, CIRS hotspots labelled with green capital letters (see Table 3.1)),
Credit: Spitale and Porco (2007), p. 696.
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Source Tiger Stripe Latitude Longitude Sightings CIRS Temp.
(◦) (◦W) (K)
I Baghdad -81.5 32.8 7 – –
II Damascus -79.4 315.5 5 (F) 157±24
III Damascus -81.3 292.8 6 D 145±14
IV Alexandria -72.9 148.7 4 – 114±22
V Cairo -78.6 72.3 3 E 133±28
VI Baghdad -87.1 231.4 2 C 135±9
VII Baghdad -74.6 29.8 3 – –
VIII Cairo -82.1 115.5 2 B 117±16
G 127±28
Table 3.1: Jet source locations, sighting counts, and CIRS hotspots incl. temper-
ature (latitudes are planetographic and longitudes increase toward the west - a ‘–’
mark indicates that there was no associated hotspot found); adapted from Spitale
and Porco (2007), p. 697.
3.1.1 Feeding Saturn’s E-Ring
As summarized in Hillier et al. (2007), the dusty, extremely faint E-ring extends
from 3 to about 8.0-9.5 Saturn radii1 (Kempf et al., 2011), an outer boundary of
20 Saturn radii is indicated) and its thickness seems to be at most 0.5 Saturn radii.
As mentioned above, already in the beginning of the 1980s, scientists suspected
Enceladus to be the source of the E-ring because the maximum in material density
of this ring is located next to Enceladus’ orbit2 at approximately 3.95 Saturn radii
(see Figure 3.3, and e.g., Sutton (1981) or Terrile and Cook (1981)). Furthermore,
spectroscopic observations showed a similarity in the reflectance spectra of Ence-
ladus and the E-ring (Hillier et al., 2007). Further proof of this theory was provided
by Cassini data and the detection of Enceladus’ plume.
1The E-ring is the most extended planetary ring in the Solar System.
2The densest point of the E-ring is displaced about 3 000 km outwards to Enceladus’
orbit probably due to plasma drag (Juhász et al., 2007).
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Figure 3.3: Cassini picture of Enceladus (dark spot) inside the bright center of
Saturn’s E-ring (APOD, March 27, 2007), Credit: CICLOPS, JPL, ESA, NASA.
Hansen et al. (2011) reported the rate of water vapour injection to be 200 kg s−1
(with a standard deviation of 30 kg s−1) – this would lead to a loss of 20% of
Enceladus mass if the current plume gas production rate has been constant over the
age of the Solar System. Furthermore, collimated gas jets were detected escaping
at vertical gas velocities of more than 1 000 m s−1. The water vapour flux of these
jets amounts to 30-50 kg s−1 (Hansen et al., 2011). While gas is ejected along
the length of the Tiger Stripes causing the broad diffuse plume, the denser jets
originate in small regions of less than one square kilometre (Hansen et al., 2011).
The observed bundling and high velocity of these jets is in accordance with a liquid
water reservoir as plume source.
Horányi et al. (2008) assume that Enceladus’ plume is erupting and feeding the
E-ring at an approximately constant rate at least for the last 300 years. According
to several numerical studies of the ring particle dynamics the lifetime of the ring
particles is less than 200 years which implies that some kind of resupplying process
must exist (Kempf et al., 2011). On the contrary, Ingersoll and Ewald (2011)
reported the total mass of solid material in the E-ring to be (12 ± 5.5) · 108 kg
and they estimated that only around 9% of the plume particles are escaping from
Enceladus with an escape rate of 4.6 kg s−1, which leads to E-ring particle lifetimes
of just eight years. Tobie et al. (2010) mentioned that the particles are ejected at
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a mean speed of 120 m s−1 (small particles systematically faster than larger ones),
which is sightly smaller than Enceladus’ escape velocity of 240 m s−1. Generally
speaking, the salt-rich particles are ejected at a lower speed than the salt-poor
particles which causes the salt-rich particles to fall back onto Enceladus’ surface (see
Figure 3.4). For that reason, Schneider et al. (2009) were not able to detect atomic
sodium (Na) or potassium (K ) near Enceladus by ground-based spectroscopy.
Figure 3.4: “Impact sites of jet particles on the Enceladus surface – mass deposi-
tion rate of jet particles between 0.5 µm and 5 µm”, Credit: Kempf et al. (2010),
p. 455.
Postberg et al. (2008) “investigated time of flight mass spectra from E-ring par-
ticles detected both in the vicinity of Enceladus and the outer E-ring, with sizes
mostly between 0.1 and 1.0 µm” (Postberg et al. (2008), p. 453). They divided the
particles into two basic populations (see Figure 3.5):
• Type I: almost pure water crystals, just a few other traces of ions, small
amount of Na (Na/H2O mixing ratio of about 10−7),
• Type II: dominated by water signatures, but also significant impurities (or-
ganic and/or siliceous).
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Figure 3.5: Comparison between a Type I (grey) and a Type II (white) spectrum,
Credit: Postberg et al. (2008), p. 445.
Due to the observed impurities, type II particles are thought to originate in
Enceladus’ plume, whereas type I particles may also originate in an impactor ejecta
process where these small particles are ejected from the water ice surface of Sat-
urn’s inner satellites because of micro-impacts or may be formed by homogeneous
nucleation from the gas phase (Postberg et al., 2008). Type II particles are found
especially in the dense parts of the plume (Postberg et al., 2011).
With the aid of further Cassini data, Postberg et al. (2009) defined a third
particle population (found in approx. 6 to 10% of the spectra, see Figure 3.6):
• Type III: dominated3 by Na-rich water ice, various other salt components
(e.g., NaCl, NaHCO3, and/or Na2CO3, minor contribution from K -salts).
3The main component of these grains is, of course, still water (approx. 98% by mass),
but 0.5-2% by mass is a still significant amount (Postberg et al., 2009).
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Postberg et al. (2009, 2011) concluded that these Na-rich particles, which have
their density maximum located near the SPT, are directly frozen submicrometre-
sized droplets which have to have their origin in a liquid plume reservoir. Fur-
thermore, they noted that the observed abundance of sundry salt components and
the resulting basic pH value show a conclusive similarity to the composition of a
possible subsurface ocean on Enceladus simulated by Zolotov (2007).
Moreover, in Horányi et al. (2009) and Srama et al. (2008), a fourth population
is suggested (see Figure 3.6):
• Type IV: population of pure minerals, high sodium content (probably few
percent), no pure water molecule clusters detected.
Type III
Type IV
Figure 3.6: Spectra of Type III (left) and Type IV (right) population, Srama
et al. (2008).
3.1.2 Composition
Ingersoll and Ewald (2011) reported the total mass of particles in the plume to be
(1.45 ± 0.5) · 105 kg. According to Waite et al. (2009), the main components of
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Enceladus’ plume are water (90 ± 1 %), CO2 (5.3 ± 0.1 %), N2 (less than 1.1%),
small amounts of organics (e.g., CH4 and H2CO), H2S, and 40Ar (for detailed
composition, see Table 3.2 and mass spectrum in Figure 3.7). The volume mixing
ratio of N2 is still uncertain because the signal at mass 28 in the INMS mass
spectrum “can be attributed, with equal plausibility, to either N2 or C2H4 (or some
combination thereof) as well as to CO from the hypervelocity impact dissociation
of CO2 plus a possible admixture of native CO” (Waite et al. (2009), p. 487). CO
seems to be less abundant (upper limit of 3%), because no absorption feature was
detected by additional observation by UVIS (Hansen et al., 2008).
Table 3.2: “INMS determination of plume composition on October 9th, 2008”,
Credit: Waite et al. (2009), p. 487.
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Figure 3.7: Mass spectrum of Enceladus’ plume on 9th October 2008, Credit:
Waite et al. (2009), p. 488.
In contrast to previous studies, Waite et al. (2009) were able to detect NH3 with
a mixing ratio of 0.8%. Ammonia (coupled with the presence of methanol and/or
salts) acts as an antifreeze which can reduce the freezing point of the aquifer. They
concluded that the presence of NH3 combined with the detection of Na- and K -
salts in E-ring ice particles is a strong indication for a liquid water reservoir in the
interior of Enceladus. The detection of sodium salts by Postberg et al. (2009) was
surprising because Schneider et al. (2007, 2009) observed an atomic sodium content
in the vapour plume by ground-based spectroscopic observations which was far too
low to give an indication about a near-surface geyser supplied by a salty ocean.
Nevertheless, as already mentioned above, Postberg et al. (2009) argue that the
observations of Schneider et al. (2009) do not contradict their results because the
mass of water vapour ejected by the plume is 200 times higher than the particle
total mass supplying the E-ring because most of the emitted grains are falling back
to Enceladus’ surface. This leads to a Na/H2O E-ring mixing ratio of roughly 10−6
to 10−7 which is distinctly below the optical detection limit (Postberg et al., 2009).
Postberg et al. (2009) go even further and note that the sodium detected in the
plume particles has to have a liquid origin which they assume to be a “soda-ocean”
rich in bicarbonate and/or carbonate.
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3.1.3 Origin
By now, a plethora of hypotheses on the plume’s origin has been postulated. The
following section will give an overview about the six most discussed models, with
model d) and e) being the most cited ones (see Figure 3.8).
Figure 3.8: Plume vent models (not to scale), adapted from Schneider (2009) and
Postberg (2009).
It seems very likely that more than one model is at work because none of the
following theories is able to explain all processes and features observed by Cassini.
The current point of view is that the main source of the plume is a subsurface water
reservoir and that additionally clathrate decomposition takes place at the ice/water
interfaces to explain the abundance of volatile gases. In Table 3.3, a comparison of
the plume origin models is made including grades that represent their rationality.
a) Near surface Geysers (“Cold Faithful” model)
This model is based on the assumption that the plume erupted from a near-
surface boiling water reservoir (liquid water of approx. 273 K, just 7m below the
moon’s surface due to pressure arguments) like a cold version of the Old Faithful
Geyser in the Yellowstone National Park (Porco et al., 2006). The liquid would
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escape from open fractures starting to boil when exposed to the vacuum of space.
This leads to vapour bubbles enriched with the liquid which would explain the
high liquid/vapour ratio detected by Cassini (Porco et al., 2006). In the last step,
the “liquid cools rapidly by evaporation and freezes into a cloud of micron-sized
particles” (Ingersoll and Ewald (2011), p. 505). However, the plume appears to be
very steady over the last seven years which excludes this explosive and self-limiting
geyser-like process. Furthermore, the geysers would originate in saline liquid water
which would lead to a (not observed) dominance of sodium vapour and/or salt-rich
particles in the composition of the plume (Schneider et al., 2009; Postberg et al.,
2011). Brilliantov et al. (2008) analysed this model quantitatively and concluded
that the estimated velocity of the ice particles is significantly smaller than the one
expected from the observed plume properties.
b) Shallow Vents
This model is similar to the previous one, with the difference that any violent
boiling event occurs. Instead, the cracks are filled with water overlain by pressurized
vapour. Evaporation takes place near equilibrium and the ejected particles can
originate from the saline liquid water as well as from the vent walls. The main
problem with that theory is that such shallow vents would rapidly become clogged
(Schneider, 2009).
c) Tectonic Meltwater
Nimmo et al. (2007) postulated “shear heating by tidally driven lateral (strike-
slip) fault motion” (Nimmo et al. (2007), p. 289) as the origin of the plume. Here,
the heating leads to low-salinity meltwater collected in the cracks. The evaporation
of water could enrich the vent liquid to approx. 1% salinity (Schneider, 2009).
Only this model provides an explanation for the delivery of internal heat close to
the surface (Nimmo et al., 2007). Nimmo et al. (2007) argued that according to
their model a subsurface ocean (global or localized) is necessary to generate the
estimated shear velocities.
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d) Ice Sublimation (Clathrate Reservoir Hypothesis, “Frigid Faithful”
model)
The clathrate reservoir hypothesis by Kieffer et al. (2006) describes a process that
produces jets of gas and ice particles similar to jets generated by comets. This does
not require liquid water as plume source (and therefore it operates below 273 K) but
instead, the authors suggest a clathrate4 reservoir embedded in warm ice to degas
from fractures caused by tectonic processes (Nimmo et al., 2007). The clathrate
reservoir could be situated below a 3.5 km thick H2O-CO2 ice cap “seal” (Kieffer
et al., 2006). If this seal breaks and warms up caused by tectonic activity, then
sublimation and clathrate decomposition will take place and release the observed
gases (Schneider, 2009). The formation of water vapour can be explained by the
resulting drop of total pressure which leads to a sublimation of the ice particles.
Over time, seals will be closed and others will be opened continually, inducing
constantly changing fracture networks and the observed variable flux of the order
of 10−7 to 10−6 kg s−1m−2 (Kieffer et al., 2006). Kieffer et al. (2006) estimated
the energy required for producing the plume with the aid of this model to be 0.3 to
0.9 GW, which is just a fraction of the observed heat energy of 15.8 GW (Howett
et al., 2011).
In contrast to model e), this hypothesis is able to explain the high abundance
(roughly 10% (Tobie et al., 2010)) of volatile gases (i.e., N2, CH4, CO2) in the
plume, which is “far more nitrogen and methane than could have been dissolved in
liquid water” (Kerr (2011), p. 1259). The solubility of these gases is by far higher
in clathrate hydrates than in liquid water. On the other hand, this model can not
elucidate the presence of the salt-rich grains (type III) because, here, a totally frozen
Enceladus is required. If ever a liquid salt water reservoir had existed on Enceladus
it would have frozen downwards slowly which leads to a phase separation where the
sodium salts do not stay in the ice (Postberg, 2009). To solve this problem, a salty
ice layer (brine pocket) underneath the surface is suggested where the plume may
be supplied with salt-rich grains (see Figure 3.8). However, sooner or later this salt
reservoir will be exhausted and in addition, this idea seems geophysically unlikely.
Another discrepancy between the observations and this model is the detection of
4Clathrates are “ices with a cage-like structure in which water ice traps other volatile
components” (Kieffer et al. (2006), p. 1764).
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micrometer-sized plume particles which can not be explained by sublimation (Porco
et al., 2006).
To put it all in a nutshell, clathrate decomposition and sublimation may occur
on Enceladus to produce the volatile gases, but will not be the important plume
drivers.
e) Deep Misty Caverns
Postberg (2009) argued that due to the high evaporation rate of 200 kg s−1, the
area of evaporation (i.e., the surface area of the subsurface water reservoir) has to
be much larger than assumed in b). This underlies the fact that, according to heat
flow arguments, evaporation cools the water surface (the smaller the surface area,
the greater the cooling effect). Postberg (2009) estimated the surface area to be at
least of the order of square kilometres (1 to 10 000 km2). The exact value depends
on the efficiency of heat resupplied to the surface. If the liquid/gas interface is as
small as in b) (of the order of square meters), highly unlikely temperature gradients
would be necessary to compensate the depletion due to latent heat (Postberg et al.
(2009) and Tobie et al. (2010)) – otherwise the vents would freeze immediately
caused by the high evaporation rate.
The argument presented above implies a huge liquid/gas interface which leads
to the necessity of large vapour chambers above the aquifer that narrow to the
vent channels (Tobie et al., 2010). At this interface, the evaporating gas is in near
thermal equilibrium with the water. Pursuant to the laws of thermodynamics,
the accelerating gas expands and cools and consequently becomes super-saturated
which may induce ice grains to condense from the vapour (Tobie et al., 2010).
As mentioned above, the gas speed is much higher than the velocity of the grains.
This seems implausible because if the grains condense in the gas, they should have
approximately the same velocity. Two theories concerning this problem have been
published: The first model is based on the idea, that the grains collide frequently
with the vent walls on their way to the satellite’s surface causing them to decelerate
relatively to the gas (Schmidt et al., 2008). According to Tobie et al. (2010), “this
model reproduces the particle densities measured by CDA (Schmidt et al., 2008),
the brightness of the plume seen in images, and the gas production rate inferred by
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INMS and UVIS” (Tobie et al. (2010), p. 400). In the other model, the decoupling
of gas and grains takes place in the uppermost part of the vent channels. Here, the
gas becomes accelerated (and diluted) due to the pressure decrease from the vent
channels to the vacuum.
Postberg et al. (2009) postulated the Liquid Dispersion Model. Here, the mecha-
nism is based on a salty liquid water reservoir above which aerosol-like droplets are
formed. These aerosols may be caused by the rise of bubbles of CO2, N2, CO, and
CH4 or by other dispersing processes. If these aerosols freeze, the Na-rich grains
observed by Cassini are created by condensing “some additional water from the
supersaturated gas that drags them towards the surface” (Postberg et al. (2009),
p. 1100) (see Figure 3.9a ). Therefore, these grains can be seen as a direct link to
the composition of the aquifer. According to Postberg et al. (2009) and Schmidt
et al. (2008), the Na-poor grains are created by condensation (i.e., nucleation) of
the supersaturated vapour (see Figure 3.9b ).
The detection of 40Ar, NH3, and N2 gives further evidence for the existence of a
liquid plume source (Waite et al., 2009).
Figure 3.9: Schematic representation of the liquid dispersion model and ”conden-
sation from vapour form ice particles with very different Na content”, Postberg
et al. (2009), p. 1100.
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f) Salt-Poor Melt Water
In this hybrid scenario, the upper part of the salt-poor melt water reservoir
becomes enriched by the evaporation of water and in the vent plumbing (Tobie
et al., 2010). The low salinity of the water reservoir would indicate that the aquifer
does not (or just in small amounts) interact with the rocky core of Enceladus. This
model is able to explain both the existence of salt-bearing particles and the low-
sodium vapour. Nevertheless, diffusion would rapidly diminish the salinity gradient
which makes the necessary salt enrichment impossible.
Model
Observable
low-salt vapour salty particles other gases grade
a) near-surface geyser × × × F
b) shallow vents ×? ×? × D
c) tectonic melt water X X? ? B
d) ice sublimation X ×? X B
e) deep misty caverns X X ? B
f) salt-poor melt water X X ? B
Table 3.3: Comparison of the plume origin models – X and × label if the model
is able to explain the observed features or not, the column “grade” is a rating of
the models based on the grading system (A being very good, F being insufficient);
adapted from Schneider (2009).
At the EPSC-DPS Joint Meeting 2011, Matson et al. (2011) presented an ocean
water circulation model (see Figure 3.10) which is a combination of several plume
vent models listed above. The numbers in Figure 3.10 represent the five steps of
the cycle: They started at an ocean underneath the SPT (scale unknown) that
contains all chemical species observed in the plume. Number two marks the rise
of ocean water to a depth where the pressure reaches a value that leads dissolved
gas (primarily CO2) to come out of the solution. With the aid of these bubbles,
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ocean water can reach the plume chamber (number 3) which is the source of the
observed plume. Number four represents a symbolic thermal anomaly and number
five stands for the last step, the recirculation of water into the ocean via cracks
or/and fissures (not shown in the figure) in the icy crust.
Figure 3.10: Ocean water circulation model (not to scale), Credit: Matson et al.
(2011), p. 1.
3.2 Possible Subsurface Water Reservoir
According to Postberg et al. (2009), the minor organic or siliceous components of
many ice particles emitted by Enceladus’ plume give a hint about the water-rock-
interaction inside Enceladus (see section 3.2.2.1). Postberg et al. (2009) continued
that pursuant to their studies the plume vapour should be free of atomic sodium,
which Schneider et al. (2009) were able to prove by a ground-based spectroscopic
search in the optical wavelength range. The main argument concerning sodium
and the possibility of a subsurface water reservoir is that sodium usually occurs as
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salt in the rocky parts of a planet or a moon and there is only a very small to no
amount of Na in the potential ice shell of a planetary body. Therefore, there is
hardly any sodium expected on the icy surface of Enceladus. The detection of the
type III grains mentioned above which are dominated by Na-rich water ice leads
to the assumption that somewhere inside the moon liquid water gets into contact
with rock to dissolve these sodium-salts.
3.2.1 Different possible Types of Subsurface Water
Reservoirs
3.2.1.1 Caverns
A further development of the liquid dispersion model (Postberg et al., 2009) as-
sumes the existence of misty caverns of salty water above the main liquid water
reservoir (see Figure 3.11). These pockets of liquid water are fed by the underlying
aquifer and are “floored with pools and channels of salty water, lurking beneath
the Tiger Stripes” (Spencer (2009), p. 1068).
Figure 3.11: Caverns of salty water fed by an underlying liquid water reservoir,
Credit: Amos (2012)
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3.2.1.2 South Polar Sea
Collins and Goodman (2007) modelled a south polar sea on Enceladus produced by
localized subsurface melting. Their main argument was the deviation of Enceladus
shape from a differentiated body at the current orbital position of Enceladus (see
Figure 3.12). Porco et al. (2006) argued that “longitudinally averaged limb heights
rise from 400m below the reference ellipsoid at the south pole to 400m above it
at 50-S latitude” (Porco et al. (2006), p. 1396). Collins and Goodman (2007)
interpreted this “cap” as an indicator for the south polar surface sinking caused by
the formation of a south polar sea. This south polar sea was produced by localized
heating due to a thermal anomaly and subsequent melting.
Figure 3.12: Internal structure models for Enceladus, Credit: Collins and Good-
man (2007), p. 76.
Nevertheless, Spencer et al. (2009) argued that the model of Collins and Good-
man (2007) has to deal with the problem that the energy generated by tidal heating
might not be strong enough to melt the ice shell as envisaged by them. Another
problem is that one of the main parameters which Collins and Goodman (2007)
used in their model was the heat output of 3-7 GW given by Spencer et al. (2006).
However, more recent literature raised this value to 15.8 GW (Howett et al., 2011).
So far, the authors have not adopted their model to the new heat flow measure-
ments, but will do so when better gravity data from Cassini flybys will be available
(Collins (2012), private communication). Porco et al. (2006) note that Enceladus’
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interior may be globally heterogeneous, with the south polar region being the only
subsurface area where an aquifer is present today.
3.2.1.3 Global Subsurface Ocean
A global subsurface ocean seemed very unlikely due to the size/mass of Enceladus
which enables its interior to stay warm enough to maintain such a water reservoir.
As mentioned in Kluger (2012), Cassini brought further evidence for a very large
ocean (or even a global) by its latest data. In this article, Terry Hurford (NASA,
Goddard Space Flight Center) is cited that the new data “shows that Saturn really
stresses Enceladus”5.
Patthoff and Kattenhorn (2011) reported to have found evidence for a global
subsurface ocean by the structure of fracture patterns in the SPT. In their model
these patterns “formed in a temporally varying global stress field related to non-
synchronous rotation of a floating ice shell above a global liquid ocean” (Patthoff
and Kattenhorn (2011), p. 1). Another point arguing for a global ocean is the high
heat flow observed by Cassini which would be explainable by such an aquifer.
Glein and Shock (2010) described a way to estimate the size of a subsurface
ocean by measuring the NaCl concentration. They concluded that according to
their model a potential global subsurface ocean would be a shallow (1 km) body of
briny water, but a half-global ocean seems by far more realistic.
3.2.2 Possible Composition
Zolotov (2007) evaluated a possible composition of Enceladus’ subsurface water
reservoir by “calculations of the thermochemical equilibria at hydrothermal and
freezing setting” (Zolotov (2007), p. 1) and incorporated rock alteration which
implies the water to be in contact with the rocky interior. Zolotov (2007) concluded
that the ocean “could consist of eutectic Na-Cl -HCO−3 brine that at least locally
decouples the ice shell and facilitates tidal heating” (Zolotov (2007), p. 1). This
model calculation is consistent with Cassini’s CDA measurement of the E-ring
particle composition. Furthermore, the CDA data imply an alkaline pH of 8.5-9 in
the aquifer (Tobie et al., 2010).
5No further information about the new data are given in this article and there is no
reference list.
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As mentioned above, Postberg et al. (2009) postulated a “soda-ocean” rich in
bicarbonate and/or carbonate. This hypothesis is supported by the amount of
CO2 detected in the plume.
There are several problems in deducing the subsurface composition by plume
observations. For example, the Cassini instrument can only detect positive ions
(Postberg, 2009), which makes, for example, chlorine ions (Cl−) invisible for the de-
tector. So anions can only be detected indirectly. On the other hand, the particles
are bouncing on the detector at high speed which could lead to a misinterpretation
of the received data. Furthermore, is has to be considered that there may be far
more types of complex molecules in the subsurface reservoir which do not find their
way to the surface.
3.2.2.1 Water-Rock Interactions
The detection of 40Ar in the plume of Enceladus (Waite et al., 2009) as well as the
observed dominance of silica (SiO2) in the Saturnian stream particles (Hsu et al.,
2010) indicate an interaction between Enceladus’ rocky core and liquid water. A
major factor on the efficiency of this interaction is the permeability of the seafloor
rock. As noted in Sohl et al. (2010), the rock permeabilities could reach a much
higher value than in Earth’s oceanic crust due to the lower central pressure and the
possible lower temperature of the liquid water caused by the presence of ammonia.
Sohl et al. (2010) even state the water percolation depth of small icy satellites like
Enceladus to be greater than 100 km which would mean that water is transported
to the deepest interior of Enceladus. Moreover, hydrothermal activity is suspected
which causes aqueous alteration of rocks (Matson et al., 2007; Zolotov, 2007).
There are several other effects and parameters to be considered when estimating
the water-rock interactions and the resulting composition of the subsurface aquifer,
e.g.
• the physical conditions at and below the ocean floor (temperature, pressure,
pH, etc.),
• the internal structure of the satellite,
• chemical composition of the rock (rheological properties),
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• chemical composition of the liquid medium (salt/incorporated polar solutes
(Methanol, Ammonia)),
• thermal gradient (inside the rock to some meters above it).
It is hard to quantify these parameters because of the lack of data of Enceladus’
interior. It would be a task of future missions to deepen our knowledge on the
inner structure of this satellite to improve the models.
3.2.3 Position of the possible Subsurface Water Reservoir
A further point to be considered is the current position of this hypothetical sub-
surface sea. Nimmo and Pappalardo (2006) explains the polar positioning of the
hotspot by “reorientation of the satellite’s rotation axis because of the presence
of a low-density diapir” (Nimmo and Pappalardo (2006) , p. 614). This diapir
can be located either in the ice shell requiring a relatively thick shell, or it could
be in the silicate core which would exclude a global subsurface ocean because re-
orientation can only occur when the core is coupled to the overlying ice (Nimmo
and Pappalardo, 2006). Collins and Goodman (2007) adapted this polar wander
mechanism “for a pool of melt which is denser than the surrounding ice, as long as
it is isostatically compensated, creating a large surface pit” (Collins and Goodman
(2007), p. 79). They pointed out that the production of a localized sea caused by
a thermal anomaly anywhere in the southern mid-latitudes leads to a gravitational
anomaly. As a result, the sea is moving towards the pole. To test this reorientation
theory and perhaps to distinguish between the diapir- and pool of melt-approach,
determinations of the gravity anomaly over the SPT have to be done.
3.2.4 Lake Vostok - an Analogon underneath Earth’s East
Antarctica
Lake Vostok is the largest sub-glacial lake in Antarctica (250 km long, 50 km
wide, more than 1.2 km deep; the lake’s surface is approximately four kilometres
under the surface of the ice (Bulat et al. (2011), see Figure 3.13). The enclosed
water reservoir might have been isolated from the outside world for 15-25 million
years (since the ice sheet formed). Hence, this harsh environment might harbour
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microbial extremophilic lifeforms unique in the world. If any organism exists in
Lake Vostok then it has to stand deep temperatures (approx. -2 ◦C), high pressures
(about 400 bar), low nutrient inputs, and the absence of sunlight (Bulat et al.,
2011). Thus, this subsurface lake could serve as an analogue site for the search
for signs of life on icy worlds like Europa and Enceladus. On the one hand, the
detection of microorganisms in Lake Vostok would deepen our knowledge on the
potential of extremophiles also with regard to the icy moons. On the other hand,
the drilling method exerted in the Antarctica might be a first approach of the
technique used in future missions which might land on an icy moon to drill through
its ice shell.
A further aspect which must not be neglected on future missions to the icy moons
is planetary protection. The decontamination procedures performed at the Vostok
mission has to be as good as for extraterrestrial drilling to prevent the invasion of
terrestrial microbes into the alien worlds.
In 2011, a Russian team led by Sergey A. Bulat already extracted ice samples
from frozen water from 3 659 m below the surface (Bulat et al., 2011). Bulat et al.
(2011) reported about two bacterial phylotypes found in accretion ice 1 (in a depth
from 3539 to 3608 m), but they concluded that “accretion ice is essentially free of
microbial DNA” (Bulat et al. (2011), p. 699). For the last 50 m to the subsurface
aquifer they used a thermal drill. In February 2012, it was announced that Bulat’s
team reached the upper surface of lake Vostok at the depth of 3 768 m (Kaufman,
2012). However, they apparently did not penetrate the lake but stopped some me-
ters before the boundary (Cressey, 2012). Confirmation about the actual position
of the drill will be obtained in December 2012, when Bulat and his team will return
to Vostok Station.
The next step would be to send an underwater robot into the lake to collect water
samples from different regions of the aquifer and sediments from the lake bottom.
This will be realized in the Antarctic summer of 2012/2013 by the Russian team,
if they indeed penetrate the upper surface of the sub-glacial lake.
Future missions to Europa, Titan, or Enceladus would proceed in a similar man-
ner. First of all, robots (called cryorobots) would melt through the ice shell and
then they would decouple so called hydrorobots which would explore the subsurface
water reservoir.
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Figure 3.13: Lake Vostok, Credit: National Science Foundation, Lamont-Doherty
Earth Observatory. Marc Kaufman and Alberto Cuadra/The Washington Post
(2012).
3.2.5 Actual Considerations
Kerr (2011) titled his article “Enceladus now looks wet”. Indeed, according to
the latest findings the possibility of an subsurface water reservoir is higher than
ever expected (Jonathan Lunine in Kerr (2011)). First of all, if Enceladus interior
would be solid ice throughout it would not be able to generate such a tremendous
heat energy by tidal heating. Secondly, the amount of sodium salts in plume
particles as well as the measured temperature of the plume are pointing towards
liquid water. Furthermore, the publication of Enceladus’ enormous heat energy of
15.8 GW by Howett et al. (2011) favour a liquid-derived plume over the clathrates
model due to the existing higher subsurface temperature (John Spencer in Kerr
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(2011)). Nevertheless, there might be some additionally decomposition of clathrates
to explain the high amount of gases (N2, CH4, etc.) in the plume. All taken
together, “chances of liquid water are something like 90%” (Kerr (2011), p. 1259).
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Nitrogen Cycle on Earth
Biogeochemical cycles like the water cycle, the carbon cycle, or the nitrogen cycle
are crucial processes on Earth. In contrast to phototrophic organisms and plants,
animals and humans can not consume energy directly from the Sun, but they have
to ingest nutrients to extract it. In a biochemical process called metabolism the
beings convert these nutrients into energy. The biogeochemical cycles lead to a
circulation of nutrients which, consequently, is essential for life on Earth. One
can divide these cycles into two basic types: gas cycles like the oxygen cycle and
sediment cycles like that of phosphorus. Apart from the global cycles there are also
internal cycles (within an ecosystem), whereby, for example, substances of dead
organisms were consumed by living ones. This chapter focuses on the nitrogen
cycle, which transports and converts nitrogen in various chemical forms in several
areas of Earth’ biosphere, like the atmosphere, soils, or water reservoirs1.
4.1 Nitrogen
Nitrogen is one of the base elements of life, because it is a component of the
nucleobases in the DNA and RNA, and of amino acid in proteins – the human
body contains about 3 mass percent (Harper et al., 1977) of nitrogen.
Elemental nitrogen is a colorless, mostly inert diatomic gas, the oxidation of
which states range from -3 to +5. Most of Earth’s nitrogen is stored as N2 in
the atmosphere (78.09% by volume). Although it is such an abundant element
1This paragraph, the text of section 4.2, and the introduction to section 4.3 was also
used in parts for the website of the Research Platform: ExoLife, University of Vienna,
Austria: http://www.univie.ac.at/EPH/exolife/.
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Property Value
Atomic Number 7
Atomic Weight 14.0067
Stable Isotopes 14N (99.632%)
15N (0.368%)
Melting Point 63.05 K
Boiling Point 77.36 K
Critical Temperature 126.2 K
Table 4.1: Properties of nitrogen, taken from WebElements (2012).
on Earth, it is, however, often a limiting nutrient for life. Nitrogen fixation, i.e.
the conversion of atmospheric N2 to ammonia NH3, is a process which is mainly
driven by microorganisms. Just a small percentage of the molecular nitrogen in the
atmosphere is fixed by abiotic (e.g., lightning) or industrial processes (e.g., Haber-
Bosch process, see section 4.3.1). On early Earth, the situation was very different
due to the lack of microorganisms at that time. Here, in the anoxic prebiotic
atmosphere, molecular nitrogen was oxidized with CO2 by lightning (N2+2 CO2 →
2 NO + 2 CO). The product NO was then converted to soluble nitrosyl hydride
(HNO) (Sullivan and Baross, 2007). This might have been the main mechanism
that brought nitrogen into the early oceans in which the origin of life is presumed.
4.2 Overview: Other global biogeochemical Cycles
on Earth
4.2.1 Water Cycle
About 96.5% of water on the surface of the Earth is present as seawater (Survey,
2011). Mainly, the water cycle is driven by the evaporation of this water reservoir
(approximately one third of the precipitation ashore originates from evaporated
seawater). Other mechanisms are atmospheric transport processes, precipitation
and finally backflow to the ocean, where water can change its aggregate phase
during this cycle (see Figure 4.1). The water cycle in an ecosystem is completed
by infiltration (by soil), absorption (by the roots), evaporation (of water), and
transpiration (especially for plants: evaporation of water via stomata in leaves).
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Sooner or later in its existence, life as we know it needs water – not only as habitat
but also as component of the cells, as solvent, or as means of transport. Because
water plays such an important role in terrestrial life, Su-Shu Huang created the
concept of “habitable zones” (Huang, 1959), which characterises the area around
a star in which liquid water can exist on a planet’s surface and so is able to be a
solvent. The inner boundary of this habitable zone is marked by the loss of water
for example by photolysis, the outer one by the formation of carbon dioxide (CO2)
clouds which cool down the planet’s surface (Kasting et al., 1993). An expansion of
this concept is the “Life Supporting Zone” (Leitner et al., 2010), which is developed
by the Research Platform ExoLife (University of Vienna, Austria). This model
describes different habitable zones for other solvents than water or water-solvent
composites more precisely (e.g., formamide (CH3NO)). These different habitable
zones lie in various distances around a central star and may overlap each other.
The average distance primarily depends on the solvent’s chemical and physical
properties and the star’s spectral class.
Figure 4.1: Schematic diagram of the global water cycle.
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4.2.2 Carbon Cycle
This cycle extends over all carbon reservoirs of the Earth we know, starting from the
atmosphere to the oceans to biomass and rocks. The latter along with sediments of
the Earth’s crust represent the major carbon reservoir on our planet. An example
for it is the mineral calcite (CaCO3), which is one of the most frequent minerals
in the Earth’s crust (Prentice et al., 2001). Volcanism and mineral-rich springs
have been and are those responsible who have brought and bring carbon from
the Earth’s interior to its surface in the form of carbon monoxide (CO), carbon
dioxide, and methane (CH4). However, more relevant for life on Earth is organic
carbon, which is contained in terrestrial plants and humus, whereby the mean
amount of carbon per volume unit soil is increasing from the equator up to the
poles (Smith et al., 2009). The most effective method of carbon transfer over
the whole planet takes place by the use of CO2 in the atmosphere (Falkowski
et al., 2000). Carbon dioxide is delivered to the atmosphere by the breathing of
animals and other chemoorganotrophic beings and furthermore it is again affiliated
by terrestrial plants, algae, and plankton via photosynthesis (Prentice et al., 2001).
The second main product of the decomposition of photosynthetic fixated carbon
apart from CO2 is methane, as in this process methanogens (a group of archaea)
reduce carbon dioxide with the aid of hydrogen into methane (see section 5.3.1).
4.2.3 Oxygen Cycle
The transport of oxygen ensues by oxygen atoms, which are bound in compounds
like water (H2O) or carbon dioxide – so the oxygen cycle is closely linked to the
carbon and water cycle. Principally, oxygen is involved in every reduction or oxida-
tion process in all cycles of materials. In the atmosphere oxygen primarily occurs
in molecular form (O2), whereas this compound is mainly released by photosynthe-
sis and then used by terrestrial and aquatic life forms (Encyclopædia Britannica
Online, 2012). In photosynthesis the energy of light aids to split water molecules
into hydrogen and oxygen atoms and helps to gain chemical energy in the form of
adenosine triphosphate (ATP). Hydrogen and ATP lead to the above mentioned
bounding of CO2 from the air and consequentially glucose is arising. While the
oxygen is delivered to the air as a by-product, glucose is stored as starch in the
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chloroplasts (due to chlorophyll green coloured organelles (a structurally zoned
region of the cell which has special functions)).
Because of its relevance on Earth, O2 is believed to be one of the most impor-
tant biomarkers in the search for extraterrestrial life (Des Marais et al., 2002). A
biomarker is an indicator for life, which can be measured in the atmosphere of a
planet or moon – like a certain molecule, which only can be built through biological
processes. Another biomarker might be the above mentioned chlorophyll (Seager
and Ford, 2002), which is a natural dye only producible by organisms.
Furthermore, oxygen occurs in the atmosphere in the form of ozone (O3), whereby
only 10% of it appears as the deleterious O3 near the ground. The remaining 90%
form the ozone layer located in the stratosphere, which absorbs UV radiation of
the Sun which is dangerous to most organisms on Earth. The local rarefaction of
this layer is called “ozone hole”. This ozone underlies a local null cycle (described
for the first time by Sydney Chapman in 1930), whereby in the stratosphere O2
molecules are split into oxygen atoms by photodissociation (photolysis, absorption
of UVc radiation), and then these separated atoms combine with O2 molecules to
O3 molecules. If UVb light encounters an ozone molecule, it will be split and the
cycle starts all over again (Rowland, 2006).
4.2.4 Sulphur Cycle
Sulphate- and sulphide-minerals (SO2−4 and S
2−) in sediments and rocks repre-
sent the highest amount of sulphur on Earth, whereby in the biosphere the oceans
contain the main part of this element in the form of sulphate. The sulphur cycle
is closely linked to geological (erosion, sedimentation, volcanism) and to biological
(microbial reactions) processes. Similar to the nitrogen cycle, here, too, microor-
ganisms are important for the cycle because they carry out the reduction and ox-
idation processes (Madigan et al., 2006). The sulphate reduction (SO2−4 → H2S)
is ensured by bacteria, which rank among the oldest life forms on Earth (approx.
3.4 billion years, Wacey et al. (2011)). Here, elementary sulphur and molecular
hydrogen are reduced to hydrogen sulphide (H2S) by bacteria like Desulfovibrio or
archaea (e.g., Pyrococcus), and in the sulphur oxidation bacteria like Thiobacillus or
archaea like Acidianus which oxidise elementary sulphur with molecular oxygen to
sulphate (Tang et al., 2009). Other sources for hydrogen sulphide are geochemical
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springs like sulphur springs and volcanoes.
4.2.5 Iron Cycle
Iron appears on Earth’s surface only in two oxidation states – the iron cycle ranges
between these: Fe2+ and Fe3+. There is an intermediate step via elementary iron,
but only feasible with molten ore which is a non-natural process and therefore not
important for this consideration about global biogeochemical cycles. The oxidation
of bivalent Fe2+- as well as the reduction of trivalent Fe3+-iron cations could take
place in a bacterial way as well as in a non-biological (Zhang et al., 2009). In the
oxidation in pH-adjusted habitats bacteria like Gallionella oxidise Fe2+ (Fuchs and
Schlegel, 2006), on the contrary in acid regions Fe2+ is insensitive to spontaneous
oxidation. Due to the fact that in the iron oxidation process only small amounts of
energy are released, the mentioned bacteria have to oxidise plenty of iron to grow.
A genus of bacteria is Thiobacillus ferrooxidans, which performs this reaction and
shows its highest growth rate at a pH-value of 2 (Rawlings and Kusano, 1994). In
the iron reduction process several organisms use Fe3+ as an electron acceptor. A
special genus of bacteria is Desulfitobacterium frappieri, which reduces Fe3+, but
is also able to anaerobically oxidise Fe2+ when nitrate is available (Zhang et al.,
2009). An important example for the influence of iron on life is that iron is a main
component of the protein haemoglobin, which is responsible for oxygen distribution
in the body of vertebrates.
4.2.6 Phosphorus Cycle
Phosphorus is primarily to be found in phosphate (PO3−4 , orthophosphate) which
is dissolved in water, but also in rocks and ocean sediments. The main steps in
the phosphorus cycle should be listed consequently (Filippelli, 2008): primarily
phosphorus is a part of the cell and therefore component of a terrestrial organism,
after the decay and the reduction of these organisms a transport (e.g. by a river
into the ocean) takes place, afterwards phosphorus becomes part of an oceanic
biocoenosis through phyto- and zooplankton, later on it will be a constituent of
the soil sediment, considerably later chemical weathering takes place (see below)
and finally again the incorporation of phosphorus into a terrestrial biocoenosis.
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On average, a full global cycle lasts more than 100 million years because chemical
weathering of the phosphorus containing sediments is a protracted (geologic) pro-
cess which needs the drainage of the ocean floor through its uplift. However, this
mechanism is absolutely necessary so that the phosphorus stored in the sediments
is available again for the biosphere. Furthermore, it has to be mentioned that the
Earth’s atmosphere has little to no participation in the cycle (Graham and Duce,
1979). Life on Earth needs phosphorus as a component of the nucleic acid and
the above mentioned ATP and it is found as a structural substance for bones and
teeth (Environmental Literacy Council, 2012). Further on, phosphorus regulates
the pH-value of blood and supports the intermediate metabolism, which represents
the sum of all reactions in a cell.
4.3 Nitrogen Cycle on Earth
The nitrogen cycle can be divided into six main processes (see Figure 4.2 and the
following sections) – some of these steps are only feasible with the aid of bacte-
ria and archaea, as this cycle is highly dependent on microorganisms. Based on
microorganisms are nitrogen fixation, nitrification, and denitrification. In the ni-
trogen fixation molecular nitrogen (N2) from the air is converted into ammonia
(NH3) with the aid of e.g., cyanobacteria, to become available for plants (Bitton,
2011). During the process of nitrification bacteria like Nitrosomonas and Nitrobac-
ter oxidise ammonia to nitrate (NO−3 ) via the intermediate step nitrite (NO
−
2 ),
and for denitrification oxygen which is bounded in nitrate is reduced into N2 by
bacteria like Pseudomonas (Seviour et al., 2010). For that reason, if astronomers
could find these different nitrogen compounds on the ground or/and in the atmo-
sphere of a celestial body, one could speculate about a nitrogen cycle, which would
indicate the possible existence of extraterrestrial microorganisms.
4.3.1 Nitrogen Fixation
Nitrogen fixation is the reduction of nitrogen gas (N2) in the atmosphere into
ammonia (NH3) and was discovered by Beijerinck (1901). This is an energetically
expensive – although exergonic – process because N2 has a very large energy bond
due to the nitrogen-nitrogen triple bond. Nevertheless, nitrogen fixation is essential
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Figure 4.2: Nitrogen cycle, adapted from Reineke and Schlömann (2007).
for all living organisms because fixed nitrogen is required for synthesis of DNA,
RNA, and proteins (Cao et al., 2010). Nitrogen fixation can be either biological or
abiotic.
4.3.1.1 Biological Nitrogen Fixation
Nitrogen fixation is a strictly anaerobic process. To fix atmospheric N2, organisms
use the enzyme nitrogenase which consists of two proteins: the homodimeric Fe-
protein (or dinitrogenase reductase) and the heterotetrameric MoFe-protein (or
dinitrogenase). These building blocks “may occur independently of each other in
different concentrations within the cell” (Kästner (2004), p. 7).
Nitrogenase is the only known family of enzymes that has the ability to catalyse
the breaking of the triple bond ofN2 and subsequently the reduction of the resulting
nitrogen. Masepohl and Forchhammer (2007) reported that this enzyme system
has been isolated from more than 30 different diazotrophic bacteria. Furthermore,
DNA sequences of N2- fixation (nif ) genes of more than 100 species have been
recorded (Masepohl and Forchhammer, 2007). Nitrogenase operates best at room
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temperature using sunlight as ultimate energy source (Newton, 2007).
Nitrogenase is highly sensitive towards O2 and so nitrogen-fixing organisms have
developed different methods to protect nitrogenase. For example, bacteria like
Klebsiella pneumoniae and Rhodobacter capsulatus generate the enzyme only under
anaerobic conditions. Another strategy is to form specialized cells called hetero-
cysts, where N2-fixation takes place, which is shown by some filamentous cyanobac-
teria like Anabaena variabilis (Masepohl and Forchhammer, 2007).
The general reaction equation according to Newton (2007) for N2 reduction may
be written as
N2 + 8e
− + 8H+ + 16MgATP −→ 2NH3 +H2 + 16MgADP + 16Pi , (4.3.1)
withMgATP being hydrolyzed toMgADP and phosphate (Pi) (Kästner, 2004).
Figure 4.3: Nitrogen fixation in Rhodospirillum rubrum, adapted from Kanehisa
Laboratories (2012).
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4.3.1.2 Abiotic Nitrogen Fixation
There exist several non-biological processes (see Eq.(4.3.2) to (4.3.6)) which con-
vert nitrogen gas to other nitrogen compounds (e.g., NH3), such as lightning,
combustion (i.e., extended Zeldovich mechanism, May (2009)), and the industrial
Haber-Bosch process (Clark, 2012). This processes require high temperature (and
high density and pressure). However, the amount of free nitrogen that is fixed by
these processes is much smaller than that of biotic nitrogen fixation. On the early,
abiotic Earth, nitrogen fixation could have occurred close to hydrothermal vents
using dissolved N2.
Lightning: N2 +O2 −→ 2NO (4.3.2)
Combustion: N2 +O −→ NO +N (4.3.3)
N +O2 −→ NO +O (4.3.4)
N +OH −→ NO +H (4.3.5)
Haber-Bosch Process: N2 + 3H2 2NH3 (4.3.6)
4.3.2 Nitrification
Nitrification is the biological oxidation of ammonia (NH3) with oxygen into nitrite
(NO−2 ) followed by the oxidation of nitrite into nitrate (NO
−
3 ):
NH3 + 2 O2 → NO−3 +H+ +H2O. (4.3.7)
This part of the nitrogen cycle is completely impossible without the aid of two
categories of micoorganisms which convert ammonium to nitrite and after that to
nitrate. The optimal conditions for nitrification are summarised in Table 4.2.
4.3.2.1 Conversion of ammonia to nitrite - Nitritation
The Nitritation is performed by ammonia-oxidizing bacteria (AOB, see section
4.4.1.1), which belong to the β and γ subdivisions of the proteobacteria (Bitton,
2011). The most important AOB is Nitrosomonas (see section 4.4.1.1), an au-
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Characteristic Design Value
Permissible pH range (95% nitrification) 7.2-8.4
Permissible temperatures (95% nitrification) [◦C] 15-35
Optimum temperature [◦C] (approx.) 30
DO level at peak flow [mg/L] > 1.0
Mixed liquor volatile suspended solids [mg/L] 1200-2500
Heavy metals inhibiting nitrification (Cu, Zn, Cd, Ni, Pb, Cr) [mg/L] < 5
Oxygen requirement 4.6a
aThis means that 4.6 mg of O2 is needed to oxidise 1 mg of NH3.
Table 4.2: Optimal conditions for nitrification, adapted from Bitton (2011), p.
83.
totrophic bacterium that oxidises ammonia (NH3) – or ammonium NH+4 – to
nitrite (NO−2 ) via hydroxylamine (NH2OH). Seviour et al. (2010) mentioned that
during nitrification the pH-value of the medium drops due to the production of
H+. In general, this process is a rate-limiting step because the growth rate of
AOB is relatively slow and due to the poor ability to compete with heterotrophic
microorganisms (Bitton, 2011). Furthermore, if any breakdown of nitrification oc-
curs (e.g., because of changes in pH or temperature) the AOB recover only slowly
(Seviour et al., 2010).
Nitritation consists of three sub-processes (Ward, 2008):
(1) NH3 +O2 + 2 H
+ + 2 e− AMO−−−−→ NH2OH +H2O, (4.3.8)
(2) NH2OH +H2O
HAO−−−−→ NO−2 + 5 H+ + 4 e−, (4.3.9)
(3) 0.5 O2 + 2 H
+ + 2e− → H2O. (4.3.10)
In the first step ammonia is oxidised into NH2OH by the use of a membrane-
bound, multisubunit enzyme ammonia monooxygenase (AMO), then NH2OH is
oxidised into nitrite catalysed by a periplasm-associated enzyme hydroxylamine
oxidoreductase (HAO), and in the last sub-process the remaining electrons and
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free hydrogen ions and additional oxygen are converted via cytochrome oxidase
into water. In fact, the first step is endergonic and so the intermediate NH2OH
must be the energy source for AOB. However, the complex biochemical reactions
catalysed by AMO and HAO as well as the coupling between them still require
further studies to understand each step of these oxidations (Seviour et al., 2010).
To summarize, the total reaction is (Ward, 2008; Egli, 2003):
NH3 + 1.5 O2
HAO−−−−→ NO−2 +H+ +H2O [∆G◦′ = −275kJ/mol] , (4.3.11)
where ∆G◦′ is the Gibbs free energy at standard conditions (i.e., 25 ◦C, pH of 7,
atmospheric pressure of 100 kPA).
Figure 4.4: Nitritation of Nitrosomonas europaea, adapted from Kanehisa Labo-
ratories (2012).
4.3.2.2 Conversion of nitrite to nitrate - Nitratation
This conversion is realised by nitrite-oxidizing bacteria (NOB, see section 4.4.1.2),
which are obligate autotrophs, except for Nitrobacter (see section 4.4.1.2), which
can grow heterotrophically in the presence of acetate, formate, or pyruvate (Bitton,
2011).
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The process of converting nitrite to nitrate takes place the following way:
(4) NO−2 +H2O
NOR−−−−→ NO−3 + 2 H+ + 2 e−, (4.3.12)
(5) 0.5O2 + 2H
+ + 2 e− → H2O. (4.3.13)
In the fourth step, nitrite is oxidised into nitrate using the enzyme nitrite oxi-
doreductase (NOR), which is a membrane-bound enzyme that uses water as oxygen
source to oxidise nitrite to nitrate (Seviour et al., 2010).
In the last step the residual oxygen, hydrogen ions, and electrons assemble into
water.
The overall reaction is (Madigan et al., 2006):
NO−2 +
1
2
O2
NOR−−−−→ NO−3 [∆G◦′ = −74.1kJ/mol]. (4.3.14)
Since the energy yield from these oxidations is very low, NOB grow very slowly.
As mentioned in Seviour et al. (2010), some NOB save energy by using organic
substrates (if available) instead of CO2 as their carbon sources. This is character-
istic for mixotrophic organisms. As seen in the equations above oxygen plays an
important role in the nitrification process. Furthermore, nitrification is favoured
at sufficient alkalinity to bind and with that to neutralise hydrogen ions produced
during step (4) (Bitton, 2011).
4.3.2.3 Heterotrophic Nitrification
Although less common, nitrification can also be carried out by heterotrophic bacte-
ria (e.g. Arthrobacter) and by organisms using organic compounds instead of CO2
as carbon source. Nevertheless, autotrophic nitrification proceeds much faster than
heterotrophic nitrification and the latter requires additional energy for the imple-
mentation (Bitton, 2011).
According to Zehr and Kudela (2011), the chemical reactions are:
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R−NH2 → NO2, (4.3.15)
R−NH2 → NO3. (4.3.16)
4.3.2.4 Nitrification in the marine environment
Nitrification is responsible for the creation of nitrate in the oceans. AOB in the
marine environment are for example Nitrosomonas, Nitrospira, and Nitrosococcus,
but more recent studies revealed that ammonia oxidizing archaea (AOA, see section
4.4.5) may be the primary microorganisms responsible for nitrification in the oceans
(e.g. Venter et al. (2004)). However, nitratation in the oceans is not as well
understood as nitritation, but the bacteria Nitrospina and Nitrobacter are known
to carry out this step.
4.3.3 Nitrogen Assimilation
In this process, organisms assimilate inorganic nitrogen in the form of NH+4 and
NO−3 into biomass. Nitrogen assimilation occurs in algae, fungi, eukaryotic and
prokaryotic microorganisms, and higher plants that are incapable of independent
nitrogen fixation and use NO−3 as a nitrogen source for growth (Zehr and Kudela,
2011). The incorporated nitrogen is then used as building block for amino acids,
nucleic acids, and chlorophyll (Xu et al., 2012). Although the general steps of
assimilation have been known, we have still no precise knowledge about this process
because detailed structural information about the involved enzymes are missing.
4.3.4 Nitrogen Mineralisation - Ammonification
Ammonification is the conversion of organic nitrogenous compounds to inorganic
forms operated by various heterotrophic microorganisms (actinomycetes, bacteria,
and fungi). The mineralisation of proteins (R − NH2) to ammonium (NH+4 ) is
carried out by amino acids, where extracellular proteolytic enzymes cause pro-
teins to convert into amino acids and peptides (Bitton, 2011). Subsequently, a
process called deamination (e.g., reductive or oxidative deaminations) leads to the
production of ammonium out of amino acids. An example for this mechanism is
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the transformation of urea (CH4N2O) to ammonium. Generally speaking, ammo-
nium predominates in acidic and neutral aquatic environments and an increase of
pH leads to a predomination of ammonia (NH3), which is then released into the
atmosphere (NH+4 → NH3 +H+ (Bitton, 2011)).
4.3.5 Nitrate Reduction
4.3.5.1 Assimilatory Nitrate Reduction to Ammonium (ANRA)
This mechanism is realised by higher plants, algae, fungi, and microorganisms
that assimilate nitrate proteins and amino acids and then convert it into nitrite
and after that to ammonia, which then is used by the cells as nitrogen source
for biosynthesis (Sias et al., 1980). In the course of this process several enzymes
called assimilatory nitrate reductases are used to convert NO−3 to NH3, which then
can be used as building blocks for the production of proteins and nucleic acids. It
should be mentioned that this process is not affected by O2 (Bitton, 2011). Certain
microbes (e.g. Pseudomonas aeruginosa, see Sias et al. (1980)) have the ability to
possess both a dissimilatory and an assimilatory nitrate reductase that is sensitive
to oxygen.
4.3.5.2 Nitrate Respiration
Dissimilatory Nitrate Reduction to Ammonium (DNRA)
DNRA is the direct reduction from nitrate to ammonium (bypass of denitrifi-
cation and N2 fixation), which is why this process is often called “short circuit of
the biological N-cycle” (Mohan and Cole (2007), p. 93). In this strictly anaer-
obic, two-step process nitrate is reduced to nitrite which is then converted into
ammonium/ammonia. As mentioned in Mohan and Cole (2007), this kind of ni-
trate/nitrite reduction occurs predominantly in reductant-rich environments like
S2−-rich thermal vents or anaerobic marine sediments.
According to Zehr and Kudela (2011), the overall chemical reaction of dissimila-
tory nitrate reduction to ammonia is:
NO−3 + 2H
+ + 4H2 → NH+4 + 3H2O. (4.3.17)
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Denitrification
Primarily, nitrate acts as terminal electron acceptor in the course of this anaer-
obic2 respiration. As one can see in Eq. (4.3.18), nitrate is reduced via several
intermediate enzymic steps into nitrous oxide and nitrogen gas, which is the pri-
mary output of denitrification. As mentioned in Bitton (2011), molecular nitrogen
inclines to escape as rising bubbles caused by its low water solubility.
Denitrification is enabled mainly by facultatively anaerobic heterotrophic mi-
crobes (see section 4.4.3) in which various types of the enzyme nitrogen oxide
reductase catalyse the chemical reactions. Generally, denitrification is realised ac-
cording to the following sequence (Seviour et al., 2010):
NO−3
Nitrate−−−−−−→
reductase
NO−2
Nitrite−−−−−−→
reductase
NO
Nitric oxide−−−−−−−−→
reductase
N2O
Nitrous oxide−−−−−−−−−→
reductase
N2 .(4.3.18)
As cited in Bitton (2011), denitrification has also been observed under aerobic
conditions, where a nitrate reductase located in the bacterial periplasmic space
actuates this process.
Figure 4.5: Denitrification pathway in bacteria, adapted from Kanehisa Labora-
tories (2012).
The optimal conditions for denitrification are summarised in Table 4.3. It should
be added, that denitrification was detected at a lower temperature (5 - 10 ◦C), too,
2Sometimes, denitrification occurs under aerobic or microaerophilic conditions, too.
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but at a slower rate. Furthermore, denitrifying organisms seem to be less sensitive
to toxic chemicals than nitrifiers and they can use methane or methanol as electron
donor (and carbon source).
Characteristic Design Value
most effective pH range 7.0 - 8.5
Temperature range [◦C] 35 - 50
Table 4.3: Optimal conditions for Denitrification, data from Bitton (2011), p. 86.
In general, denitrification should be favoured over DNRA due to the higher po-
tential free energy. However, under NO−3 limiting and strongly reducing conditions
or if a high amount of carbon is present, DNRA predominates (Reineke and Schlö-
mann, 2007).
4.3.6 Other Nitrification-Denitrification Processes - Novel
Nitrogen Removal Processes
Nitrification and denitrification are very important mechanisms in sewage treat-
ment. Therefore, over the recent years, several biological processes have been
conceived to make nitrogen removal even more effective and to reduce costs.
4.3.6.1 SHARON-ANAMMOX Process
This combined process leads to several benefits compared to conventional nitrogen
removal: “40% less oxygen (= energy) is necessary, an organic carbon source (e.g.
methanol) is not required and sludge production is negligible” (van Dongen et al.
(2001), p. viii). The combined SHARON-ANAMMOX process removes ammonium
according to the following reaction:
2NH+4 + 2HCO
−
3 + 1.5O2 → N2 + 2CO2 + 5H2O. (4.3.19)
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In the first step, the SHARON process – a partial nitrification of ammonia to
nitrite – takes place followed by the second step, the ANAMMOX process, where
nitrite is converted into nitrogen gas under anaerobic conditions. The two processes
will be described in detail in the following paragraphs.
SHARON Process
The SHARON (Single reactor system for High activity Ammonium Removal Over
Nitrite) process is a partial nitrification where the removal of ammonia and organic
nitrogen compounds takes place. This process is based on a stable nitrite formation
and not on a complete oxidation to nitrate like in the general nitrification process.
To prevent the formation of nitrate, one can adjust temperature, pH, and retention
time, because, e.g., a shift towards higher temperatures leads to the growth of
slowly metabolising ammonia oxidisers (AOB) due to their higher temperature
tolerance compared to nitrafying bacteria (NOB). The principal bacteria that carry
out this process are Nitrosomonas eutropha. The optimum temperature for this
process lies between 30 and 40 ◦C at pH 7-8. However, NO−2 is toxic and so a
permanent nitrite production would harm the system. Therefore a subsequent
denitrification process (like ANAMMOX described below) involving denitrifying
bacteria is necessary. The peculiarity of the SHARON process is that it can be used
for wastewater with high ammonia concentrations (> 0.5g N/L) but low organic
carbon content (Bitton, 2011). The chemical reaction is (STOWA, 2012):
NH+4 +HCO
−
3 + 0.75O2 → 0.5NO−2 + 0.5NH+4 + CO2 + 1.5H2O. (4.3.20)
ANAMMOX - Anaerobic Ammonia Oxidation
In this anaerobic process nitrite is converted into nitrogen gas (with the interme-
diates hydroxylamine (NH2OH) and hydrazine (N2H4)) in the absence of available
organic matter and oxygen, using NH+4 as electron donor and NO
−
2 as electron
acceptor (Egli, 2003):
NH+4 +NO
−
2 → N2 + 2H2O [∆G◦′ = −357kJ/mol]. (4.3.21)
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The main advantage of this process compared to usual denitrification is that
it is carried out by autotrophic bacteria (see section 4.4.4) which do not use or-
ganic compounds as a carbon or energy source – so no external carbon source and
additional aeration is needed. This process can be seen as a “shortcut” in the bio-
geochemical nitrogen cycle. The ANAMMOX process was found to work best at
temperatures between 20 and 43 ◦C and at a pH range of 6.7-8.3 (Strous et al.,
1998). Furthermore, the authors mention that the process is inhibited by oxygen
(complete inhibition at 1µM O2) and by NO−2 (at concentrations > 20mM).
Parameter Nitritation Nitratation ANAMMOX
Minimum doubling time [Days] 0.73 0.71 10.6
Affinity constant for NH+4 [µM] 5-2600 - 5
Affinity constant for NO−2 [µM] - 14-500 <5
Affinity constant for oxygen [µM] 10-50 1 -
Temperature Range [◦C] up to 42 up to 47 up to 43
pH range 4-8.5 4-10 6.7-8.3
Table 4.4: Physiological parameters of the chemolithoautotrophs of the nitrogen
cycle, adapted from Op den Camp et al. (2007), p. 250.
4.3.6.2 CANON process
The Completely Autotrophic Nitrogen removal Over Nitrite (CANON) process is
an extension of the above mentioned SHARON/ANAMMOX-process. Here, two
bacteria groups (nitrifying and anaerobic ammonia-oxidizing bacteria) simultane-
ously perform two sequential reactions, namely partial ammonia oxidation to nitrite
and ANAMMOX. A special feature of this process is the fact that the nitrifying mi-
crobes oxidise ammonia to nitrite with the aid of free oxygen, which causes anoxic
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Figure 4.6: Central catabolism of Kuenenia stuttgartiensis (ANAMMOX),
adapted from Kanehisa Laboratories (2012).
conditions which the ANAMMOX process needs (Schmidt et al., 2003). The two
processes proceed according to the following reactions (Bitton, 2011):
NH+4 + 1.5O2 → NO−2 + 2H+ +H2O [∆G◦′ = −275 kJ mol−1], (4.3.22)
NH+4 +NO
−
2 → N2 + 2H2O [∆G◦′ = −357 kJ mol−1]. (4.3.23)
4.3.6.3 Partial Nitrification/Denitrification Process (PND process)
In the PND process, the first part of the nitrification (i.e., Nitritation) takes place
and then denitrifying bacteria (DB) convert the resulting nitrite into N2 (Kornaros
et al., 2010):
NH+4
AOB−−−−→ NO−2
DB−−−→ N2. (4.3.24)
The advantages of this process include the theoretical saving of approximately
25% of the electron acceptor (O2) for nitrification and about 40% of the electron
donor (organic carbon) for denitrification (Kornaros et al., 2010). Furthermore, it
raises the denitrification rate. AOB can resist higher temperatures (favoured above
25 ◦C) and these organisms have a higher affinity for dissolved oxygen (DO) than
NOB (Bitton, 2011).
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4.3.6.4 Denitrifying Ammonium Oxidation Process (DEAMOX
Process)
DEAMOX is a combination of ANAMMOX and autotrophic denitrifying conditions
within a biofilm where nitrate is converted to nitrite with sulphide acting as an
electron donor (Kalyuzhnyi et al., 2006). One of the main advantages of this process
is the absence of high, and therefore toxic nitrite levels.
The three major biochemical conversions in the DEAMOX process are given by
the following reactions (Kalyuzhnyi et al., 2006):
1. Anaerobic reactor
N-organics + SO2−4 → NH+4 +HCO−3 + CH4 +HS−. (4.3.25)
2. Nitrification reactor
NH+4 +O2 → NO−3 +NO−2 . (4.3.26)
3. DEAMOX
4NO−3 +HS
− → 4NO−2 + SO2−4 , (4.3.27)
NH4 +NO2 → N2 + 2H2O. (4.3.28)
4.3.6.5 OLAND process
The OLAND process (oxygen-limited nitrification and denitrification) shows an
one-step ammonium oxidation to N2 without addition of COD (chemical oxygen
demand) and without the utilization of organic carbon sources (Schmidt et al.,
2003; Jördening and Winter, 2006), although this process is not yet understood
in detail. This is an autotrophic conversion which involves two steps: “(i) aerobic
nitrification of NH+4 to NO
−
2 or NO
−
3 with O2 as the electron acceptor and (ii)
anoxic denitrification of NO−2 or NO
−
3 to gaseous N with NH
+
4 as the electron
donor” (Kuai and Verstraete (1998), p. 4500). The acting microbes are in fact
nitrifiers which show the ability to denitrify under conditions of O2 stress (Kuai
and Verstraete, 1998).
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4.3.6.6 Other processes
There exist several other nitrogen-removal process, like the NOx process (simul-
taneous nitrification and denitrification of Nitrosomonas-like microbes under fully
oxic conditions) and aerobic deammonification (one-step conversion of ammonium
to N2 and nitrate).
4.4 Bacteria and Archaea in the Nitrogen Cycle
Most of the processes that make up the nitrogen cycle are carried out by microor-
ganisms. The following paragraphs will describe seven groups of these microbes in
detail (see Table 4.5).
Name Task Main Reactions Enzyme
Nitrosifyer Ammonia Oxidiser (AOB) NH3 → NO−2 AMO, HAO
Nitrifyer Nitrite Oxidiser (NOB) NO−2 → NO−3 NOR
N-fixing-
Bacteria
Nitrogen Fixation N2 → NH3 Nitrogenase
Denitrafyer Nitrate Reducer NO−3 → NO−2 Nitrate Reductase
Denitrifyer Nitrite Reducer NO−2 → NO NIR
ANAMMOX-
Bacteria
Anaerobic Ammonia Oxidiser NH+4 → N2 HZO, NIR
Archaea Ammonia Oxidising (AOA) NH3 → NO2 ∼ AMO
Table 4.5: Different microorganisms participating in the nitrogen cycle.
4.4.1 Microorganisms in Nitrification
As mentioned in section 4.3.2, nitrification is executed by two functional groups of
bacteria: ammonia oxidiser (AOB) and nitrate oxidiser (NOB). Both groups are
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aerobic and chemolithoautotrophic. Although there is still no microbe known that
could completely catalyse ammonia to nitrate, it has been observed that AOB and
NOB are mutualistic symbionts caused by the nitrite production of the AOB which
is then used by the NOB (Seviour et al., 2010). This leads to the prevention of an
accumulation of nitrite to toxic concentrations and, it is presumed, that other in-
teractions like the exchange of vitamins might take place (Seviour et al., 2010). On
the other side, both types of microbes compete for molecular oxygen as terminal
electron acceptor. Both of them have their optimal growth rate in the pH range
7.5-8 (Prosser, 2007). At lower pH (below pH 6.5), there does not occur any growth
of NOB in laboratory batch cultures, but AOB may grow at certain circumstances,
e.g. if they are situated within a biofilm. However, nitrification was observed in
soils at sightly lower pH value of 3.5 (Prosser, 2007), too. At a temperature of
30 to 35 ◦C, nitrification reaches a maximum rate. Both functional groups of nitri-
fying bacteria have complex internal membrane systems that contain the enzymes
(e.g. AMO and NOR) mentioned above.
Under mixotrophic conditions (ammonia as well as suitable organic compounds
are available) and oxygen limitation some AOB (like N. europaea and N. eutropha)
can simultaneously nitrify and denitrify. Here, the microbes use nitrite as well as O2
as electron acceptor and significant amounts of N2O and N2 are produced (Seviour
et al., 2010). If no O2 is present, these microorganisms use H2 or simple organic
compounds as electron donors and nitrite as electron acceptor for denitrification.
4.4.1.1 Nitrosifyers - ammonia oxidising bacteria (AOB)
All known AOB are members of the phylum Proteobacteria, “with the majority be-
longing to the Betaproteobacteria and two species, Nitrosococcus halophilus and N.
oceani, being members of the Gammaproteobacteria” (Seviour et al. (2010), p. 262).
The Betaproteobacteria in turn can be subdivided into four genera Nitrosolobus,
Nitrosomonas (see section 4.4.1.1), Nitrosovibrio, and Nitrospira. In most terres-
trial environments Nitrospira populations dominated over Nitrosomonas, whereby
the term Nitrospira populations includes Nitrosolobus, Nitrosovibrio, and Nitro-
spira (Kowalchuk and Stephen, 2001). In general, AOB use ammonia as energy
source and carbon dioxide via autotrophic fixation as main source of carbon. If the
media contains just NH2OH and no ammonia, then the growth of AOB might be
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inhibited due to the forming of toxic O2 radicals by the functionally active AMO
(Bock and Wagner, 2006). Some species, like N. europaea can use several organic
substrates (e.g. pyruvate) as their carbon source. Furthermore, these organisms
were observed having an anaerobic metabolism, although the ammonia oxidation
activity under anoxic conditions is relatively low (Schmidt et al., 2003).
Nitrosomonas
According to Table 4.6, several species of Nitrosomonas are known (for full tax-
onomy, see NCBI (2012b)).
N. aestuarii N. communis N. cryotolerans
N. europaea N. eutropha N. halophila
N. marina N. mobilis (?) N. nitrosa
N. oligocarbogenes (?) N. oligotropha N. urea
Table 4.6: Species of Nitrosomonas, taken from Seviour et al. (2010), Koops et al.
(1991), and Bitton (2011).
Nitrosomonas are gram-negative, rod-shaped or ellipsoidal chemolithoauto-
throphs which occur both in terrestrial and aquatic habitats (lakes, oceans, sewage
disposal systems, soils, and rivers). These bacteria do not grow by photosynthesis
but they are photophobic – they try to avoid light by producing some kind of slime.
To gain energy, they “burn” ammonia with oxygen which is unique for bacteria.
Generally, Nitrosomonas appear in a higher number than Nitrobacter in nitrifying
environments. Some Nitrosomona species are halophilic (e.g. N. halophila), some
are cryophilic (e.g. N. cryotolerans), but usually Nitrosomonas prefer pH 6.0-9.0
and a temperature between 20 and 30 ◦C. N. europaea and N. mobilis are halotol-
erant or moderately halophilic and prefer eutrophic habitats, whereby N. mobilis
seem to occur mainly in environments characterized by high loads of ammonia and
salts (Seviour et al., 2010). A major proportion of Nitrosomonas are motile with
flagella located in the polar regions. Since Nitrosomonas have to take up large
amounts of ammonia before they divide, cell doubling times are rather long (up to
several days). The most studied ammonia-oxidizing bacteria of the nitrogen cycle
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is N. europaea (see Figure 4.7).
Some AOB (e.g. N. europaea) contain NO−2 - and NO-reductases. In certain
circumstances, these NO-reductases are distributed at the oxic/anoxic boundary
causing nitrifying microbes to generate N2O (Ferguson et al., 2007). Since N2O-
reductase is absent in N. europaea, these microbes can release N2O.
Figure 4.7: N. europaea, Credit: Genomes Online Database (2012).
4.4.1.2 Nitrifying bacteria - nitrite oxidising (nitrate producing)
bacteria (NOB)
The chemolithoautotrophic nitrite oxidisers belong to the α subdivision of the pro-
teobacteria. They are phylogenetically more heterogeneous than the ammonia oxi-
disers and belong to the genera Nitrobacter, Nitrospira, Nitrospina, and Nitrococcus.
Each genus belongs to another class, e.g. Nitrobacter to the Alphaproteobacteria
and Nitrospira to the distinct bacterial phylum Nitrospira. The high degree of
physiological flexibility is, reflected in the facts, that not all NOB are obilgate
chemolithotrophs and that some compounds, such as pyruvate and acetate, play
different roles in the metabolisms of the various bacteria. Nitrobacter are the most
studied NOB, but Nitrospira seem to dominate in some wastewater environments
(Bitton, 2011). Due to the large phylogenetic distance of Nitrospira and Nitrobac-
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ter, there should be an ecophysiological difference and different survival strategies
(primarily concerning NO2 incorporation), too: Nitrospira (K-strategists) are ca-
pable to thrive under low levels of nitrite which leads to relatively high population
densities despite nitrite-limited conditions (Seviour et al., 2010). On the other
hand, Nitrobacter (r-strategists) require higher NO2 concentrations for growing
faster than Nitrospira.
There exists only one known species of the genera Nitrococcus and Nitrospina.
The genus Nitrobacter comprises four described species (see 4.4.1.2) and the genus
Nitrospira two, but several uncultured Nitrospira-like bacteria have been found in
different environments (soil, marine samples, etc.). Furthermore, just Nitrobacter
and one strain of Nitrospira are not delimited to marine environment. Nitrospira
might be more versatile than the other NOB due to its high grade of diversity
(facultative autotroph and anaerob, able to realise the first step of denitrification,
etc.).
Although, the chemistry of the nitrite oxidation system of Nitrobacter has been
described in detail (e.g., see Bock and Wagner (2006)), the nitrite-oxidising enzyme
apparatus of other NOB is less well researched (Seviour et al., 2010). Since the
oxidation ofNH3 toNO−2 and then toNO
−
3 is an energy-yielding process, microbes
can use the achieved energy to assimilate carbon dioxide, bicarbonate, or carbonate,
respectively. Furthermore, NOB are obligate aerobic but, nevertheless, aerobic
heterotrophic bacteria show a higher affinity for oxygen than these bacteria (Bitton,
2011). Under anoxic conditions, bacteria can grow by using nitrate as an electron
acceptor and by means of NOR they are able to reduce nitrate to nitrite in the
absence of oxygen. Under oxic conditions, nitrite oxidation proceeds obligatory.
In general, NOB seem to be much more sensitive to molecular oxygen than the
observed ammonia oxidisers (Schmidt et al., 2003).
Nitrobacter
Nitrobacter are gram-negative, mostly rod-shaped (rod-shaped, pear-shaped or
pleomorphic), and chemoautotrophic bacteria. They grow optimally at pH 7.2-7.8
(Bitton, 2011). Under anoxic conditions, Nitrobacter could reduce nitrate by means
of electrons from organic compounds. These bacteria are found in a wide range of
terrestrial and aquatic habitats (Seviour et al., 2010).
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Several species of Nitrobacter are known (for full taxonomy, see NCBI (2012a)).
N. agilis (?) N. alkalicus N. hamburgensis
N. vulgaris N. winogradskyi
Table 4.7: Species of Nitrobacter.
In 1917, the first Nitrobacter species (N. winogradskyi) was described by Winslow
et al. (1917). N. alkalicus was found by Sorokin et al. (1998). They used nitrite-
limited continuous cultivation and they observed bacteria growth between pH 6.5
to 10.2 (optimum at 9.5). N. hamburgensis was detected by Bock et al. (1983)
and was described as “motile by means of one subpolar to lateral flagellum” (Bock
et al. (1983), p. 281). The same author reported the discovery of N. vulgaris (Bock
et al., 1990).
4.4.1.3 Heterotrophic Nitrifiers
Nitrification can also be carried out by heterotrophic nitrifiers like the denitri-
fier Paracoccus denitrificans, but at significant lower rates of nitrification. By
definition, heterotrophic nitrifiers are incapable to use nitrification to support
growth. Heterotrophic nitrifiers have been detected among algae, bacteria, and
fungi (Schmidt et al., 2003). Under aerobic conditions, the oxidation of nitroxyl
(HNO) by O2 leads to the formation of NO−2 , whereas under anaerobic conditions,
nitrous oxide is produced by NH2OH-oxidase of P. denitrificans (Ferguson et al.,
2007). Due to the great physiological diversity of heterotrophic nitrifiers, the range
of environments in which nitrification could take place increases.
4.4.2 Nitrogen-fixing Microorganisms
In general, nitrogen-fixing microorganisms (also called diazotrophs) are able to
transform atmospheric nitrogen into fixed nitrogen, which subsequently can be used
by plants. Just a few species of microbes can carry nitrogen fixation out and there is
no known eukaryote which may have this capability. These microorganisms can be
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classified into two categories (Bitton, 2011): free-living (non-symbiotic) nitrogen-
fixing and mutualistic (symbiotic) nitrogen-fixing microorganisms. Non-symbiotic
nitrogen-fixing microorganisms may be chemotrophs or phototrophs, operating un-
der aerobic, anaerobic, and micro-anaerobic conditions and fixing nitrogen gas for
their own benefit: Azotobacter (aerobic), Klebsiella (facultaive anaerobe), Clostrid-
ium (anaerobe), Desulfovibrio (nonphotosynthetic), Methanogens (anaerobic ar-
chaea), Rhodospirillium rubrum (anaerobic phototrophs) and cyanobacteria (e.g.
Anabaena, Nostoc, aerobic phototrophs). The second category is characterized by
organisms that go into a N2-fixing symbiosis with higher plants, e.g. the legume-
Rhizobium association or the symbiotic relationship between Frankia or Azospir-
illum and the roots of various plants. Nitrogen-fixing microorganisms have little
in common apart from using the same enzyme (nitrogenase) and being prokary-
otes. However, Newton (2007) mentioned that there exists a termophilic species
called Streptomyces thermoautotrophicus that host unique Streptomyces thermoau-
totrophicus nitrogenase, which uses carbon monoxide as reductant to reduce CO2
to organic matter (Newton, 2007).
4.4.3 Denitrifying Microorganisms
Denitrification is carried out by a wide range of mostly facultative anaerobic mi-
croorganisms, including several physiological and taxonomic groups of prokaryotes
and some fungal isolates that can use different energy sources (e.g. organotrophs,
lithotrops, phototrophs, diazotrophs, extremophiles, etc.). These facultative aer-
obic microbes use denitrification as an alternative if O2 is unavailable or if the
pO2 falls below a certain threshold value – it was discovered that under aerobic
conditions nitrogen oxide reductases are even repressed.
As noted above, even some nitrifiers (AOB and NOB) can denitrify under oxygen
limited conditions. Bitton (2011) reports that there are more than 50 genera and
130 species in the domains Bacteria and Archaea that conduct denitrification (for
a list of microbial genera that are suggested to include denitrifiers see Shapleigh
(2006), p. 771), but this may be just a small percentage of the true extent of den-
itrifying microbes. Due to their physiological diversity, denitrifying microbes have
been found in various soil, sediment, and aquatic habitats. According to Bitton
(2011), the most common genera are Pseudomonas and Alcaligeneses and the most
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studied species are Paracoccus denitrificans and Pseudomonas stutzeri. Specialised
denitrifiers like “P. denitrificans and the denitrifying Pseudomonads contain more
than 40 genes, which encode the proteins that make up a full denitrification path-
way [but] some denitrifiers can only carry out the two central reactions of the
pathway and use these activities to support growth, but the cost of maintaining
this capability is a very small amount of genome space” (van Spanning et al. (2007),
p. 18).
Some microbes are metabolically flexible, which means that they are able to use
other electron acceptors (e.g., organic compounds) for respiration – some of them
even use fermentation to obtain energy (Seviour et al., 2010). When denitrifiers
change from one electron acceptor to another, microbes may show a diauxic growth.
4.4.4 Anaerobic Ammonium Oxidisers
As already mentioned, anaerobic ammonium oxidisers are autotrophic bacteria
that convert NH+4 and NO
−
2 directly to N2. Only a few obligate anaerobic
chemolithoautotrophic bacteria of the phylum Planctomycetes are known to carry
out this process, e.g. Candidatus Brocadia anammoxidans (Schmid et al., 2000)
(see Figure 4.8) or Candidatus Kuenenia stuttgartiensis (Jetten et al., 2001). The
key ANAMMOX enzyme hydroxylamine oxidoreductase was found inside these bac-
teria. Anaerobic ammonium oxidisers were detected among others in activated
sludge, marine environment, sediments, and estuaries.
Ca. B. anammoxidans was the first discovered ANAMMOX bacteria – it was
found in a wastewater treatment plant in the Netherlands. For these bacteria,
the growth rate of the enrichment cultures is extremely low – the doubling time
amounts to several days (up to 3 weeks). Two special features of Ca. B. anammox-
idans are those that contain no peptidoglycan in their cell walls, but have some
small cavities known as “crateriform structures” on their surface (Jetten et al.,
2001). By comparison, Candidatus Kuenenia stuttgartiensis seems to have a lower
specific activity (Jetten et al., 2001).
Egli et al. (2001) enriched an ANAMMOX culture in Kölliken, Switzerland, that
has a high 16S rDNA percentage sequence identity to Ca. K. stuttgartiensis (98.5
- 98.9%) and sightly higher tolerance to PO3−4 (up to 20 mM) and to NO
−
2 (up
to 13 mM) than Ca. B. anammoxidans . They share similar temperature- (37 ◦C)
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and pH- (8) optima.
Figure 4.8: Ultrastructure of Candidatus Brocadia anammoxidans (N: bacterial
nucleoid, A: anammoxosome), adapted from Schmidt et al. (2003), p. 485.
4.4.5 Archaea
Living organisms are subdivided into three domains: eukarya, bacteria and archaea
(Woese et al., 1990). The latter two are bundled under the name Prokaryotes
(with some exceptions, e.g., they have no cell nucleus or any other membrane-
bound organelles within their cells like eukaryotes). The differences and equalities
of these domains are summarized in Table 4.8.
As already mentioned above, some pathways of the nitrogen cycle are not re-
stricted to bacteria but also archaea may play a role, e.g., the ammonia oxidizing
archaea (AOA) in the chemolithoautotrophic nitrification. Moreover, recent molec-
ular studies lead to the assumption that AOAmay play a greater role in the nitrogen
cycle than initially thought due to their higher abundance in several soils (Seviour
et al., 2010). They actually seem to be 10 to 100-times more abundant than AOB.
The known AOA are members of the phyla Crenarchaeota and Thaumarchaeota.
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Furthermore, microbiologists found archaea that could fix molecular nitrogen,
like the methanogenic Methanosarcina barkeri strain 227 (Murray and Zinder,
1984). The mechanism taking place in these organisms “is genetically and evolu-
tionarily related to nitrogen fixation in bacteria” (Leigh (2000), p. 130). Recently,
Mehta and Baross (2006) published their discovery of a hyperthermophilic (92 ◦C)
N2-fixing methane-producing archaea FS406-22 in deep-sea hydrothermal vents.
Denitrifying archaea seem to be very rare (Shapleigh, 2006). The isolated archaea
are both halophilic (e.g., Haloferax and Haloarcula strains) and non-halophilic (e.g.,
hyperthermophilic Pyrobaculum aerophilum).
Figure 4.9: Denitrification pathway in archaea, adapted from Kanehisa Labora-
tories (2012).
Summarizing, archaea may play an important role in the global nitrogen cycle,
but further work should be carried out to define the importance of that specific
domain in this biogeochemical cycle.
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Shared with Bacteria Shared with Eukarya Unique to Archaea
No nucleus or membrane-
bound organelles
No peptidoglycan Cell wall structure (for
example, some archaeal
cell walls contain pseudo-
murein)
Circular genome DNA associated with his-
tones
Cell membrane containing
ether-linked lipids
Genes grouped in operons Translation initiated with
methionine
Flagellin protein structure
No introns or RNA pro-
cessing
Similar RNA polymerase,
promoters, other transcrip-
tional machinery
Ribosomal structure (char-
acteristics shared with
both bacteria and eukarya)
Polycistronic mRNA Similar DNA replication
and repair
tRNA sequence and
metabolism
Cellular size (> 100-fold
smaller than eukaryotes)
Similar ATPase (Type V) No fatty acid synthetase
enzyme
Table 4.8: Major characteristics of archaea, Credit:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Archaea (June 18th, 2012).
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Life on Enceladus?
Particular attention has been paid to Enceladus by the astrobiological community
due to the discovery of its plume and huge present-day geologic activity by the
Cassini spacecraft in 2005 (Porco et al., 2006). The detection of water, organic
compounds such as CH4, and H2S (Waite et al., 2009) along with further indica-
tions for a subsurface liquid water aquifer reinforces the efforts to search for signs
of life on Enceladus.
5.1 Overview
The origin of terrestrial life is still an open issue which will probably never will be
answered definitely. Presently, several theories about how life was able to emerge
on Earth exist, which can be separated into two main categories: hypotheses, that
assume life was formed on Earth and those, that suppose life was brought to Earth
from somewhere else. In fact, the latter does not supply an explanation for the
origin of life, but it shifts the problem to another world in the Solar System or even
further. These theories for the origin of terrestrial life can be applied for possible
life on Enceladus, too. The three most common theories are briefly summarized in
the following paragraphs:
Panspermia Theory: Panspermia, the theory of life distributed in the universe
and transported by meteoroids, asteroids and planetoids, was already envisaged by
the Greek philosopher Anaxagoras around 500 BC (O’Leary, 2008). It was again
revived in the 19th century by scientists like Lord Kelvin or Hermann von Helmholtz
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and later on by Svante Arrhenius (Arrhenius, 1908). Today, this theory is still
discussed controversially: On the one hand, opponents of this thesis argue that the
distance (and thus the corresponding travel time) in the Galaxy or even the Solar
System is far too large for life to survive, that life can not resist cosmic rays over
such a long journey, that the forces and heat generation are too extreme to survive
at re-entry onto a planet’s surface, etc. On the other hand, supporters argue that
there may be some chemolithoautotrophic (spore-forming) extremophiles that can
withstand all these exertions during their journey through space.
McKay et al. (2008) introduced an additional subdivision into “inoculation” of
Enceladus by a Solar System source (e.g., Earth or Mars) or a Solar System wide
panspermia by an extraterrestrial source. The first theory would presuppose the
transport of life from Earth (or Mars) to Enceladus through meteorites, but this
scenario is highly unlikely due to celestial mechanical reasons. In this context,
Hara et al. (2012) estimated that 500 to 2 000 meteorites of about 1 cm in diameter
originating on Earth were transferred to Enceladus caused by the impact 65 million
years ago that created the Chicxulub crater underneath the Yucatán Peninsula in
Mexico. Nevertheless, microorganisms transported on meteorites of just 1 cm in
diameter may not be viable for several million years under cosmic radiation in
space.
A Solar System wide panspermia would mean that life on Earth and potential life
on Enceladus would have the same origin and, hence, share the same biochemistry.
However, even if life on Enceladus and life on Earth should have the same origin, the
different environmental conditions on these bodies might have led to two entirely
different evolutionary pathways.
“Primordial Soup” Theory: In 1924, A.I. Oparin published his work “Origin
of Life” where he postulated that the building blocks of life (and therefore life it-
self) arose from a “soup” of organic material that was produced abiotically (Oparin,
2003) or brought to Enceladus by comets. This theory was experimentally rein-
forced by Stanley Miller and Harold Urey at the University of Chicago (Miller,
1953; Miller and Urey, 1959). In their circular flow experiment, they heated water
in a flask which then evaporated and formed a primitive anaerobic atmosphere
(mixed with methane, ammonia, and molecular hydrogen). This gas was then di-
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rected to electrodes that produced sparks to simulate lightings. At the end of the
continuous cycle, the atmosphere was cooled and the water condensed back into
the first flask. After running this experiment for about one week, Miller found a
surprisingly large number of organic compounds, which had transferred the neces-
sary carbon from methane. These organic compounds included several biologically
important amino acids like Glyycine or Alanine (Miller, 1998).
A similar process on Enceladus is imaginable, if Enceladus has a subsurface
aquifer which is rich in organics. Recent detections of organics like methane (Waite
et al., 2009) support this theory.
Chemosynthetic Origin: According to this theory, “life began at the interface
where chemically rich fluids heated by tidal dissipation emerged from the silicate
core below the sea bottom” (Spencer et al. (2009), p. 717f.). Chemical energy is
generated by reduced gases such as H2 and H2S deriving from the vents in contact
with suitable oxidants (e.g., Corliss et al. (1981); Shock (1990)). In this context,
Wächtershäuser (1992) developed the iron-sulphur world theory, where life started
on the surface of iron sulphides next to hydrothermal vents at high temperatures
and pressure. On a geological active moon like Enceladus, hydrothermal vents at
the bottom of the subsurface water reservoir are imaginable. In this model, the first
microbes would be chemotrophs in contrast to the heterotrophic microorganisms
in the Miller-Urey model.
5.2 Possible Ecosystem Analogous on Earth
Before travelling to Enceladus to search for life in situ, we should scan our own
planet for analogues of possible ecosystems simulating Enceladus. These systems
have to be completely independent of sunlight and oxygen. Therefore, all systems
on Earth that depend on nutrients and organic compounds produced by photo-
synthetical processes have to be excluded from considerations. This even excludes
deep-sea vent communities from being analogue sites because these systems use O2
produced by photosynthesis. Spencer et al. (2009) reported three such ecosystems
on Earth: Two systems are based on methanogens (archaea) using molecular hy-
drogen derived from water-rock reactions (Stevens and McKinley, 1995; Chapelle
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et al., 2002) and a third ecosystem is based on sulfur-reducing bacteria using redox
couples produced by radioactive decay (Lin et al., 2006). The methanogen-based
communities were found deep below the surface of the Columbia River basalts
(Stevens and McKinley, 1995) and in the basalts in the Twin Falls area of Idaho
(Chapelle et al., 2002). Lin et al. (2006) discovered the sulfur-reducing bacteria
in fracture (2.7-billion-year-old Ventersdorp Supergroup metabasalt) and mining
water in the Mponeng gold mine, South Africa. The temperature measured in these
environments was above 50 ◦C, which would require a source of heat right under
the ocean floor of Enceladus’ subsurface water reservoir.
In sections 5.3.2 and 5.3.1, the above mentioned ecosystems are analysed for
their feasibility on Enceladus.
5.3 Possible Lifeforms on Enceladus
To find extraterrestrial (living) beings, we have to know what we are searching
for, but to define what makes an object a living being is a hard, probably even
impossible task. The official NASA definition of life was postulated by Joyce (1994):
“Life is a self-sustaining chemical system capable of undergoing Dar-
winian evolution.”
This definition is hard to adapt to experiments. For that reason, Leitner and
Firneis (2012) published a working hypothesis on the definition of (exotic) life, with
the following points have to be satisfied by living creatures:
• life is based on molecules which undergo chemical transformation (a metabolism,
which is working symbiotically or asymbiotically),
• life exploits a thermodynamic disequilibrium,
• the macromolecules that enable the metabolisms, the building of structures,
energy management and transfer of information, are a consequence of spe-
cific elements to form polymers with the ability to bound functional groups
(organic and/or inorganic),
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• the molecules of life interact with a solvent to be soluble (or not) or to react
(or not) in a way that confers fitness of the life-form,
• life has the ability to conserve its species.
Nevertheless, these attributes are already hard to verify outside a laboratory on
Earth, but almost impossible for e.g. Cassini to detect it on Enceladus. Hence, the
(indirect) search for life (as we know it) is confined to three major “geoindicators”
(Schulze-Makuch and Irwin, 2008): An energy source, the existence of a solvent
(preferably water), and the presence of essential nutrients (“CHNOPS”). All of
them seem to be available in a subsurface water reservoir on Enceladus: The energy
source that keeps the aquifer liquid (e.g., radiogenic or tidal heating) should also
serve as an energy source for potential life (in addition, radiolysis and possible
redox gradients may deliver energy for life) and the presence of organic compounds
might be provided by cometary and meteoritic impacts or by hydrothermal vents
(e.g., Fischer-Tropsch reactions or catalytic cycles). Microorganisms may live on
the ocean’s floor, may float freely in the subsurface water reservoir, or may be
clustered around possible hydrothermal vents. The latter may be comparable to the
“pioneer organisms” assumed by Wächtershäuser in his iron-sulphur world theory
(Wächtershäuser, 1992).
Schulze-Makuch and Irwin (2008) rated Enceladus to have a “POL (Plausibility
Of Life) index” of IV in a five-level valuation scale, just as Io and Triton. This
category is defined as follows (Schulze-Makuch and Irwin (2008), p. 178):
“Persistence of life very different from on Earth conceivable in isolated
habitats, or reasonable inference of past conditions suitable for the ori-
gin of life prior to the development of conditions so harsh as to make its
perseverance at present unlikely but conceivable in isolated habitats”
The main problem, that life in the subsurface of a planet or a satellite would
have to deal with, is that an isolated system would approach chemical equilibrium
after some time and, consequentially, a depletion of redox pairs occurs. Therefore,
the availability of oxidants seems to be one of the primary factors limiting life in
an ice-covered aquifers (Gaidos et al., 1999). This problem can be circumvented if
a significant alternative energy source is available, like geothermal or geochemical
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energy (see sections 5.3.1 and 5.3.2). These scenarios may be similar to processes
on early Earth (before the evolution of photosynthesis) or in the late Proterozoic,
when the Earth might have been covered by an ice layer (“Snowball Earth” theory
(Kirschivink, 1992)).
5.3.1 Methanogen-based Scenario
McKay et al. (2008) developed a scenario in which methanogen-based communities
could exist in a potential subsurface water reservoir. Methanogens (also known
as Methanoarchaeota) are classified as archaea and are characterized by the pro-
duction of methane in anoxic conditions. This formation of methane is known as
methanogenesis or biomethanation and is an anaerobic respiration. Methanogens
use carbon instead of oxygen as terminal electron acceptor. The net chemical
reaction for this process is (Penning and Conrad, 2006):
4H2 + CO2 −→ CH4 + 2H2O [∆G◦′ = −130.7kJ/mol] . (5.3.1)
Ferry (1994) described methanogens to have a wide temperature range from 10
or 15 ◦C to about 100 ◦C, with an optimum growth range near 35 ◦C. Furthermore,
Rivkina et al. (2002) reported metabolic activity of methanogens in permafrost
below -15 ◦C. Methanogens are found in the whole band of salinities from freshwater
to hypersaline and their pH optima is near neutrality, with a range from 3.0 to 9.2
(Ferry, 1994).
In the model of McKay et al. (2008), H2 and (probably) available CO2 would
act as energy source for methanogens. As indicated in Figure 5.1, CO2 and H2
have to be reconstituted at temperatures of 500 ◦C. This may be possible, if water
can infiltrate into the rock, e.g. through cracks opened by seismic activity at the
bottom of the subsurface aquifer to circulate between low- and high-temperature
regions. Another possibility to release H2 is the production by water-rock interac-
tions (Stevens and McKinley, 1995).
McKay et al. (2008) argued that the methane detected in Enceladus’ plume may
be the product of this kind of methanogenesis inside the satellite. Caused by the
production of CH4 by CO2 in such a system, future missions may detect an iso-
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topic shift in-between these two molecules as indirect evidence for methanogens.
Furthermore, the conceivable presence of ammonia may not be a limiting fac-
tor for methanogen-based communities because McKay et al. (2008) reported on
methanogenic species to be productive even at high levels of ammonia.
Figure 5.1: Potential methane cycle on Enceladus, Credit: McKay et al. (2008),
p. 913.
5.3.2 Sulphur-reducing Bacteria Scenario
Based on the research of Lin et al. (2006), McKay et al. (2008) suggested sulphur-
reducing bacteria like Desulfoprofundis tokoloshe to be another potential primary
producer in a subsurface aquifer on Enceladus. The organisms would gain energy
through the following chemical reaction:
4H2 +H
+ + SO2−4 −→ H2S + 2H2O + 2OH− . (5.3.2)
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Molecular hydrogen H2, which “is probably the most important substrate for
terrestrial subsurface lithoautotrophic microbial communities” (Lin et al. (2005),
p. 1) would be produced by radiolytic dissociation of water caused by radioactive
decay of U, Th, and K in the host rock (Lin et al., 2005) and the SO2−4 by “the
reaction of the oxidants (O2 and H2O2 also produced by the radiolysis of H2O)
with FeS2 in the host rock” (McKay et al. (2008), p. 913) (see Figure 5.2).
Figure 5.2: Possible biogeochemical cycle on Enceladus powered by radioactive
decay, Credit: McKay et al. (2008), p. 914 (adapted from Lin et al. (2006) and T.
Kieft).
5.4 Detection
The simplest way to find evidence for life on Enceladus would be to detect its
remnants in the satellite’s plume. If there is a subsurface aquifer on Enceladus
that hosts life, there might be the chance that the material carried out into the
plume contains remnants of these organisms. Therefore, a sample return mission
like Stardust1 would be ideal but this appears rather unlikely. Techniques to detect
1A robotic spacecraft launched by NASA in 1999, for further information see
http://stardust.jpl.nasa.gov/home/index.html .
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life as we know it would be “amplification of DNA by polymerase chain reaction
and detection of key molecules such as adenosine-5’-triphosphate (ATP)” (McKay
et al. (2008), p. 917), but these measurements are hard to realize on board a
spacecraft. It would be even harder to detect alien life that does not share our
type of biochemistry. However, if the potential microbes are located in the rocky
material at the bottom of the subsurface aquifer, the possibility of finding them
(or their remnants) in the plume material is decreasing.
As already mentioned in the previous section, a way to clarify whether the origin
of CH4 is a biogenous or abiogenous one, is to analyse the carbon isotope difference
between the methane and its carbon source. This test is easy to run in a laboratory
but it is a challenge to do on a spacecraft. Another possibility to verify a biotic
origin (i.e., by methanogens) would be to determine the ratio of methane to other
non-methane hydrocarbons (McKay et al., 2008) because this ratio has to be of the
order of 10−3 for hydrocarbons with low C numbers (see Table 5.1 and blue line in
Figure 5.3). This kind of analysis can be done for the same hydrocarbons detected
by Cassini in Enceladus’ plume published by Waite et al. (2009). As can be seen in
the last column of Table 5.1, the ratio of methane to non-methane hydrocarbons
points towards an abiotic origin of methane in Enceladus’ plume. This fact is also
shown in Figure 5.3 - here, the values for Enceladus (red line/marks) lie significantly
above those for a biological production (blue line/dots). However, half of the
numbers listed by Waite et al. (2009) are maximum values, which means that there
could be a shift towards the biogenic branch.
Further indirect evidence for methane not produced by methanogens would be
the detection of O2 and H2O2 because these archaea require strictly reducing con-
ditions which would be inconsistent with the presence of these molecules (McKay
et al., 2008).
Even if Enceladus’ plume provides insight into the interior of this satellite, the
detection of the plume compounds by Waite et al. (2009) may be biased. First
of all, Cassini was not able to detect negative ions like chlorine ions (Postberg,
2009). There is the possibility to find indirect evidence for these anions, but a fu-
ture, adequately equipped mission to Enceladus should be able to do more detailed
chemical analyses. It should be emphasized here that Enceladus’ plume was de-
tected by Cassini for the first time and, hence, the instruments were not be geared
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Compound Ratio to CH4 Ratio to CH4
of biotic origin in Enceladus’ plume
Ethylene (C2H4) 0.7 · 10−3 (1.32± 0.07) · 10−1
Ethane (C2H6) 0.9 · 10−3 (1.87± 0.10) · 10−1
Propylene (C3H6) 1.5 · 10−3 (1.54± 0.34) · 10−1
Propane (C3H8) 1.1 · 10−3 (1.54± 0.08) · 10−1
Butane (C4H10) 0.9 · 10−3 (7.91± 0.43) · 10−2
Isobutane (C4H10) 1.1 · 10−3
Table 5.1: Ratio of non-methane hydrocarbons to methane with biotic origin
(data from Devai and Delaune (1996)) and in Enceladus’ plume (data from Waite
et al. (2009), ratios calculated by the present author, error estimation via Gaussian
error propagation).
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Figure 5.3: Comparison between ratios of non-methane hydrocarbons from bio-
logical sources (blue dots) and those measured in Enceladus’ plume, plotted by the
present author (the red crosses mark the values listed in Table 5.1, the red dots
represent other hydrocarbons detected by Cassini (Table 3.2)).
to the present conditions. Cassini used INMS for studying the plume, which was
originally intended to survey neutral particles and ions escaping from Saturn and
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its biggest satellite Titan. Moreover, Cassini’s trajectory was adjusted to allow it
to pass through the plume. Secondly, Cassini travels at high speed which means
that the plume particles hit Cassini’s detectors very hard (typical impact speeds
are around 10 km s−1, Postberg (2009)). This hard impact can lead to a change in
the composition of the molecules (and atoms), like the loss of electrons. Another
important point is that heavy, more complex molecules (or remnants of microbes)
may not be transported to the plume but stay in the subsurface water reservoir.
5.5 Nitrogen Cycle on Enceladus?
In articles like Hubbard et al. (2002), the authors point out the importance of
liquid water for terrestrial life which leads to NASA’s “Follow the Water”-strategy
for e.g., Mars explorations. But, as mentioned in Capone et al. (2006), “from our
Earth-centric point of view, it is equally difficult to imagine life without carbon and
nitrogen” (Capone et al. (2006), p. 708). They proceeded, that “at least on a body
that has had a separation of continental and oceanic components, the existence of
nitrogen on continents is not easy to explain without special life-supplied chemistry”
(Capone et al. (2006), p. 709).
Cassini so far detected three nitrogen compounds in Enceladus’ plume2: NH3
(Volume mixing ratio of (8.2± 0.2) · 10−3), N2 (< 0.011), and HCN (< 7.4 · 10−3)
(Waite et al., 2009).
Nevertheless, there may be other nitrogen compounds in the plume o in the
subsurface aquifer, too, which Cassini is not able to detect due to its insufficient
detectors or which do not reach the surface/plume.
5.5.1 Microbes of the Nitrogen Cycle under extreme
Conditions
When scientists detected the first extremophiles, the model of Earth’s biosphere
had to be extended dramatically. The ability to survive in harsh environments as
e.g., extreme temperature, high radiation, or certain salinity, made extremophiles
2As mentioned in section 3.1.2 and Waite et al. (2009), the volume mixing ratios of N2
and HCN are still uncertain.
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a field of study for astrobiology, too. In Table 5.2, the known environmental limits
for prokaryotic extremophiles are listed.
Environmental
parameter
Bacteria and Archaea Example environment
Temperature 113 ◦C, Pyrolobus fumarii ;
121 ◦C, Strain 121
Bacterial growth at about -15 ◦C
Submarine hydrothermal systems,
geothermal hot springs,
brine pockets in sea ice at about
-30 ◦C
pH ∼pH 0: acidophilic archaea
(e.g., Ferroplasma sp.)
pH 13: Plectonema,
pH 10.5: Natronbacterium
Acid mine drainage,
geothermal sulfurous sites,
Soda lakes, peridotite-hosted
hydrothermal systems
Desiccation Growth in 35% NaCl,
archaea and bacteria
(e.g., halobacteria)
Deep-sea brines, soda lakes,
evaporate ponds, dry soils,
rocks
Pressure High diversity of bacteria and
archaea in deep ocean trenches
including piezophiles
11 100 m deep Marianas Trench
Radiation 10 000 - 11 000 grays
(gamma radiation),
Deinococcus radiodurans
No natural source of
radiation on Earth at
levels tolerated by
Deinococcus radiodurans
Chemical extremes Cd 2-5mM, bacterial and archea;
NI 2.5 mM, Co 20mM, ZN 12 mM,
Cd 2.5 mM, Ralstonia eutrophus
Submarine hydrothermal vent
fluids and sulfides
Table 5.2: Known environmental limits for prokaryotic extremophiles for growth
and tolerance, adapted from Schulze-Makuch and Irwin (2008), p. 53.
In Stres et al. (2007), the authors considered microbes of the nitrogen cycle in
extreme environments:
Low Temperature
Microorganisms show several strategies to protect themselves against low temper-
ature, e.g. reducing their cell size and their capsular polysaccharide coat thickness.
A major problem at low temperatures is the availability of liquid water which
effects the metabolic activity. Nevertheless, nitrification, denitrification, and am-
monification “were measured simultaneously in frozen soils down to −4 ◦C” (Stres
et al. (2007), p. 371). Furthermore, ammonification (i.e., N-mineralisation) seems
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to exists even at a temperature of −9.3 ◦C (Öquist et al., 2004). The main problem
of denitrification at low temperature is the suppression of N2O-reductase activity
(Melin and Nommik, 1983).
Salinity
In general, the major problem for microbes in halophilic soils is the extremely neg-
ative water potential of environments (Stres et al., 2007), i.e. the ionised salts
strongly bind the water which leads to desiccation of the soil. Nevertheless, sev-
eral halophilic microbes that are able to denitrify are known, e.g. Azospirillum
halopraeferens (Proteobacteria, growth maximum at 0.25% NaCl) or Haloarcula
marismotui (archaea, found in the Dead Sea, Stres et al. (2007)). The latter is not
able to perform the complete denitrification pathway (it does not reduce N2O to
N2), but other archaea like Haloferax denitrificans can do so. There is also some
evidence, that there occurs nitrification in saline areas (Stres et al., 2007).
pH Value
Generally speaking, “at low pH value, overall denitrification activity is low and the
fraction of N2O produced is high” (Stres et al. (2007), p. 376).
5.5.2 Processes of Earth’s Nitrogen Cycle on Enceladus
As has been stated in section 5.2, a potential ecosystem on Enceladus has to be
completely independent of oxygen, sunlight, and, hence, of material produced by
photosynthesis. In the following paragraphs, the diverse processes of Earth’s ni-
trogen cycle described in section 4.3 will be reviewed concerning their capability
to work on Enceladus. In Table 5.4, the most important processes of the nitrogen
cycle on Earth are listed.
Nitrogen fixation: Nitrogen fixation is a strictly anaerobic process, where N2
is reduced to NH3. This process is essential for all living beings on Earth because
it makes nitrogen available to incorporate it into biological molecules. Neverthe-
less, nitrogen fixation is an energy-expensive process (16 mol of ATP are required
to reduce each mol of nitrogen) to break the triple bound of N2. Photosynthetic
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microorganisms like cyanobacteria can use sugars produced by photosynthesis to
gain energy, but this is not possible under an ice crust in an aquifer several dozens
kilometres deep. On Earth, the contribution of non-photosynthetic microbes to
global nitrogen fixation rates is rather small because the essential enzyme nitroge-
nase operates best at room temperature using sunlight as ultimate energy source
(Newton, 2007). Therefore another energy source would be necessary on Enceladus
that on one side may warm up the environment and on the other side serves as en-
ergy source for the non-photosynthetic microorganisms. Nevertheless, as on early
Earth, nitrogen fixation may be more effective on Enceladus due to the absence of
oxygen (Sullivan and Baross, 2007).
Nitrification: This biological oxidation of NH3 to NO−3 over the intermediate
step NO−2 is an aerobic process. The oxygen requirement of approximately 4.6 mg
O2 for oxidising 1 mg NH3 (Bitton, 2011) is far too high for the anaerobic environ-
mental conditions on Enceladus. Therefore, nitrification seems not to be feasible
on Enceladus. Hence, “neither anaerobic nor anaerobic nitrification induces a sig-
nificant isotopic effect” (Sullivan and Baross (2007), p. 251), which would make
the detection of a nitrification process even more unlikely.
DNRA: Dissimilatory nitrate reduction to ammonium is a strictly anaerobic
process. Its reactant is nitrate which is produced by nitrification. Therefore, nitrate
would have to be generated in another, maybe in an abiotic way.
Denitrification: The anaerobic respiration of nitrate to molecular nitrogen over
the intermediate steps NO−2 , NO, and N2O is enabled mainly by facultatively
anaerobic heterotrophic microorganisms. As in the case of DNRA, denitrification
needs nitrate as reactant. Nevertheless, an interesting fact is that denitrification
was detected at lower temperatures (5-10 ◦C), too, but at a slower rate. In contrast
to nitrification, denitrification induces an isotopic effect by enriching the light iso-
tope 14N by up to 30 %, depending on the degree of denitrification (Sullivan and
Baross, 2007).
ANAMMOX: The anaerobic ammonia oxidation uses nitrite as electron accep-
tor and ammonium as electron donor. Ammonium can be formed by the proto-
nation of ammonia (H+ + NH3 → NH+4 or H2O + NH3 → NH+4 + OH−), but
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nitrite is generated either through aerobic nitritation or through the first step of
denitrifcation or DNRA. Hence, ANAMMOX seems unlikely on Enceladus, too.
Summing up: a nitrogen cycle on Enceladus similar to Earth’s nitrogen cycle
seems implausible. The presence of the three nitrogen compounds (NH3, N2,
and HCN) detected by Cassini can be explained by abiotic processes: Since the
primordial argon in the plume was determined to have a low upper limit, the source
of nitrogen in Enceladus seems to be NH3- rather than N2-bearing clathrates
which formed the satellite (Waite et al., 2009). The presence of N2 could be
explained by thermal decomposition ofNH3 which would require high temperatures
in Enceladus’ interior (e.g., 500 to 800 K) according to Matson et al. (2007), but
there is no explanation for the presence of HCN that exists beyond all doubt. On
the one hand, it seems incompatible with the hydrothermal production of molecular
nitrogen, but on the other hand a coexistence of both compounds “may mean that
the plume consists of a mixture of materials whose sources experienced different
degrees of aqueous processing” (Waite et al. (2009), p. 488).
Nevertheless, even if there exists no complex nitrogen cycle based on microor-
ganisms, life in the subsurface aquifer is still possible. In table 5.3, a comparison
between some parameters of Earth’s seawater and the predicted parameters in
Enceladus subsurface ocean is made. Here it can be seen, that the conditions ac-
cording to the listed parameters are quite similar. Therefore, extraterrestrial life
on Enceladus might not be so different from Earth as perhaps possible life forms
on extrasolar planets.
Enceladus Earth
salinity [g kg−1] 3 to 8 3.5
pH 8 to 11 7.3 to 8.6
temperature [◦C] 0 -2 to 38
Table 5.3: Comparison of Enceladus subsurface water and Earth’s seawater; data
of Enceladus by Zolotov (2007) and Postberg et al. (2009), data on Earth’s seawater
by Floor Anthoni (2012)
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As mentioned in section 5.3, the presence of the essential biological elements C,
H, N, O, P, S is necessary for earth-like life on Enceladus, but phosphorus was not
yet detected. However, Spencer et al. (2009) argued that this element is expected
in the subsurface water reservoir due to its assumed abundance in rocky material.
The presence of CO, CO2, and NH3 may serve as possible indirect evidence that
“amino acids could be formed at the rock/liquid interface of Enceladus” (Parkinson
et al. (2007), p. 353), but this could not be proven so far.
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Concluding Remarks
Just some decades ago, Enceladus was considered a “normal”, small icy moon among
others. With Voyager discovering Enceladus to be the source of the E-ring and later
on Cassini detecting the plume, originating in the South Polar Terrain (SPT) of
this satellite, to emit water mixed with organics and other promising compounds,
this tiny satellite became an object of high priority for the astrobiological com-
munity. Enceladus may host liquid water, an energy source, and all essential bio-
genic elements (CHNOPS ), which makes this satellite apart from Europa the most
promising body in the Solar System to find extraterrestrial life.
A potential ecosystem on Enceladus has to be completely independent of O2,
sunlight, and, material produced by photosynthesis. These environmental con-
ditions are not consistent with a potential nitrogen cycle as running on planet
Earth. At first sight, nitrification can be excluded because it requires aerobic con-
ditions, which may almost certainly not be present in Enceladus subsurface aquifer.
Furthermore, denitrifcation and DNRA are based on NO−3 , which is primarily pro-
duced by nitrifying bacteria. These processes bring out NO−2 , which ANAMMOX
requires. Therefore, the only conceivable process on Enceladus is nitrogen fixation,
if there exists an alternative energy source instead of sunlight.
Similar to early Earth, nitrogen fixation may be more effective on Enceladus due
to the absence of oxygen (Sullivan and Baross, 2007). We have to keep in mind,
that there could be other, exotic mechanisms going on inside Enceladus’ subsurface
water reservoir. There are even pathways of Earth’s nitrogen cycle which were only
recently discovered, like the production of nitrite and ferrous iron (Fe(II)) under
strictly anaerobic conditions in sediments from riparian forests (Clément et al.,
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2005). The authors reported “a biological process that uses ferric iron (Fe(III))
as an electron acceptor while oxidizing ammonium (NH+4 ) to NO
−
2 for energy
production” (Clément et al. (2005), p. 2323). If such a mechanism is possible
on Enceladus, this could act as nitrite source for ANAMMOX or a short form
of denitrification, DNRA, or ANRA. With the current state of knowledge about
Enceladus’ interior, assumptions about biogeochemical cycles like a nitrogen cycle
inside the potential aquifer (and its surrounding environment) can only remain a
matter of conjecture.
Nevertheless, even if a nitrogen cycle seems unrealistic, life on Enceladus could
still exist. It is the task of future studies to deepen our knowledge of processes
going on inside Enceladus and its astrobiological potential. The ultimate research
would be done by a follow-up mission of Cassini, which would collect particles of
the plume and analyse them on board or even bring them back to Earth similar to
NASA’s Stardust mission.
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Abstract (in German)
Die Entdeckung des “plumes” auf Enceladus durch die Raumsonde Cassini erbrachte
diesem kleinen Eismond große Aufmerksamkeit. Nicht nur, dass die beobachtete
geologische Aktivität bei solch einem massearmen Objekt nicht zu erwarten war,
sondern auch die besondere Zusammensetzung der Geysir-artigen Eruptionen gilt
als äußerst spektakulär. So enthält dieser ‘plume’ unter anderem Wasser, Kohlen-
stoffverbindungen und Stickstoffverbindungen. Die Entdeckung der Sticksstof-
fverbindungen N2 und NH3 gaben Anstoß zu dieser Arbeit.
Zunächst wird hier auf Enceladus als Satellit des Saturn eingegangen und eine
Vielzahl an planetologischen Eigenschaften dargestellt. Es werden Abschätzun-
gen über seine Masse, sein Volumen und seine mittlere Dichte gemacht und ein
2-Schalen-Modell für seine innere Struktur für die gegebenen Parameter von der
Autorin dieser Arbeit errechnet. Weiters werden die Erkenntnisse der letzten
Jahrzehnte über die Atmosphäre, das Magnetfeld und die Oberfläche des Mon-
des zusammengefasst. Dabei wird vor allem auf die südpolare Region samt “Tiger
Stripes” eingegangen, da jene als Ursprung des ‘plumes’ durch Cassini identifiziert
werden konnte. Einen weiteren Punkt stellt die Abschätzung des Wärmehaushaltes
des Enceladus dar, die vermutlich vor allem auf Gezeitenreibung (“tidal heating”)
und radioaktiven Zerfall von langlebigen Isotopen (232Th,235 U,238 U , and 40K)
beruht. Dazu wird von der Autorin basierend auf dem Model von Meyer and Wis-
dom (2007) die Wärmerate im Gleichgewichtszustand berechnet. Mittels variabler
Konzentration und Wärmefreisetzung der eben genannten Isotope wird die mittlere
radiogene Wärmeerzeugung abgeschätzt.
Dem ‘plume’ und dem möglichen unterirdischen Wasserreservoir wird ein eigenes
Kapitel gewidmet, wobei zunächst auf die Speisung des E-Rings durch den ‘plume’
eingegangen und dann seine Zusammensetzung und mögliche Quellen erläutert wer-
den. Aus astrobiologischer Sicht wäre dabei ein unterirdisches Wasserreservoir die
133
interessanteste Variante. Im folgenden Abschnitt wird daher solch ein möglicher
unterirdischer Aquifer näher bezüglich Zusammensetzung und Struktur behandelt.
Im Anschluss folgt eine ausführliche Darstellung des Stickstoffkreislaufs der Erde,
wobei sowohl die chemischen Reaktionen als auch die daran beteiligten Mikroor-
ganismen vorgestellt werden.
Im letzten Kapitel wird die Möglichkeit von Leben auf Enceladus erläutert.
Dabei werden zunächst terrestrische Ökosysteme und Lebensformen präsentiert, die
aus heutiger Sicht auch auf Enceladus möglich wären. Dann wird versucht zu ermit-
teln, ob ein Stickstoffkreislauf, wie wir ihn von der Erde kennen, auch auf diesem
Eismond möglich wäre. Dabei wird erläutert, warum die Stickstoffverbindungen
wohl eher abiotischen Ursprungs sind und somit solch ein Stickstoffkreislauf, vor
allem aufgrund des fehlenden Sauerstoffs, als unwahrscheinlich erscheint.
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